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My main goal was to examine the relationship between brain structure and
function, specifically medial temporal lobe structure and episodic memory, in
various groups of subjects who had schizophrenia, were at risk for schizophrenia
because of genetic and disease influences, or who were healthy, in order to
explore the influence of genetic and disease influences on brain structurefunction relationships. Most of what is known about the neural structures thought
to subserve episodic memory has been gleaned from studies of experimental
lesions in animals, traumatic brain injury in humans, functional activation in
healthy individuals, and age-related changes in specific structure-function
relationships. By comparison, there has been a paucity of research on the
variability of normative structure-function relationships and how such
relationships might be influenced by disease.
In conducting this work, I began with the assumption that medial temporal
lobe structure-function relationships would be influenced by genetic factors.
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Thus, I chose to study the relationship between medial temporal lobe structure
and episodic memory performance in the context of a disease known to have a
strong genetic basis, namely schizophrenia. Moreover, schizophrenia has been
frequently associated with altered medial temporal lobe structure and deficits in
episodic memory. In this project, I subdivided the medial temporal lobe into two
structural groupings – the hippocampus and the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG)
and its subregions: entorhinal cortex, perirhinal cortex, and parahippocampal
cortex (ERC, PRC and PHC. respectively). The subdivision of the PHG into its
subregions was novel, and required the development of new methods for cortical
assessment and parcelation.

The specific aims of this project were:
1.

To collect cognitive data and high resolution MR scans in
groups of individuals with schizophrenia, healthy controls,
and their siblings.

2.

To extract a measure of episodic memory performance by
selecting measures from the cognitive testing that assesses
episodic memory.

3.

To make measurements of hippocampal volume and the
volume and thickness of the parahippocampal gyrus and its
subregions.

4.

Using a combined database of cognitive and structural data,
to examine the relationship between medial temporal lobe
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structure and episodic memory performance in health and
disease.
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1.

Introduction and Overview
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between

structural measures of a specific region of the brain and the functions thought to
be associated with it in the context of health and disease. While there have been
many attempts to study relationships between brain structure and function in the
context of experimental lesions in animals and brain injury in humans, there have
been relatively few studies of such relationships under conditions that are more
subtle, and arguably, more relevant to human neuropsychiatric disease. My
focus in this study was on the structure of the human medial temporal lobe, and
its function in both health and disease. Specifically, my first goal was to assess if
there was variation in measures of medial temporal lobe structure that could be
attributed to schizophrenia or familial risk for schizophrenia. My second goal was
to determine if structural variation of the medial temporal lobe related to memory
performance in each of my four subject groups: schizophrenia subjects,
schizophrenia siblings, healthy controls, and healthy control siblings.
This study has particular relevance for current attempts to improve our
understanding of schizophrenia because 1) memory deficits are thought to be
fundamental to this disorder and responsible for substantial disability, 2)
abnormalities of medial temporal lobe structure have been reported in subjects
with schizophrenia, and 3) there is ongoing work to improve episodic memory
deficits in patients with schizophrenia as a means of reducing the disability
associated with the illness.
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In addition to the observations in current literature concerning the
disruption of memory performance, and the abnormalities of medial temporal
lobe structure in schizophrenia subjects, my work was based on the following
premises: 1) brain structure influences behavior, and 2) the medial temporal lobe
is a necessary substrate for memory.
My study was also based on the premise that each aspect of the
relationship between medial temporal lobe structure and memory performance
could be influenced by a number of factors including genes, environmental
insults and, disease states. Schizophrenia seemed an ideal choice as a model
disease because it is thought to be influenced by genetic as well as
environmental factors. I considered the siblings of the schizophrenia subjects in
this study to have special importance because other work (see Delawalla, et al.,
2006) has shown them to have many of the same cognitive and neurobiological
features as subjects with schizophrenia, although they are not affected by as
many of the same confounding factors, such as treatment with psychotropic
drugs.
In the following chapter, I provide background information on the medial
temporal lobe by describing the connectivity of its substructures. I also describe
the functional relevance of these structures and their connectivity, particularly in
the context of memory. Next, I discuss the factors that can affect the structures
of the medial temporal lobe including genetic and environmental influences.
After doing this, I provide a short description of schizophrenia, a disorder
characterized by abnormalities of both brain structure and cognition. Finally, I
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present findings, along with their limitations, from the current literature on the
structure of the medial temporal lobe in both health and schizophrenia. I also
express my hypotheses about what I had expected to find when examining these
brain structures in my four groups of subjects, and how I expected my measures
of medial temporal lobe structure to relate to memory performance in each of my
samples.
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2.

Background and Study Design:
The ways in which function is embodied in the structure of the brain has

been a mystery fascinating scholars for millennia. In 450 BC, the Greek
physician, Alcmaeon, performed the first recorded dissections of animal brains.
From his findings, he concluded that the brain was the seat of intelligence.
Aristotle, however, supported the more widely accepted theory of the time that it
was the heart that was responsible for thought; the brain’s role was to cool blood.
It was not until 170 BC that Galen, a Roman physician, cemented the idea that
the brain was the substrate for mental function. However, according to Galen,
the ventricles of the brain were the regions responsible for memory, emotion and
cognition.
Humanity’s understanding of the brain and its function has come a long
way since those early days of discovery. Because of recent advances in
neuroscience research, we have learned a great deal about functional
localization in the brain. There remains, however, a great deal more to be
understood. For example, does normative variation in brain structure relate to
variation in cognitive function? How do neuropsychiatric disease states affect
brain structure, brain function and the relationships between the two? In this
dissertation, I hope to add to what is known about brain structure-function
relationships.
Specifically, I will focus on the structure and function of the Medial
Temporal Lobe (MTL), a region consisting of the hippocampus and the
parahippocampal gyrus (PHG). The PHG can be further subdivided into the
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entorhinal cortex (ERC), the perirhinal cortex (PRC), and the parahippocampal
cortex (PHC). Together, these anatomically connected regions of the brain are
thought to play an essential role in the conscious memory of facts and events.
As I will later show, their connectivity suggests what kind of role each specific
structure may play in memory, and also some other cognitive processes that
each of these structures may be involved in. The function and connectivity of
these structures are thought to be conserved over rodents, non-human primates,
and humans.
Indeed, most of what we know about MTL structural development has
been learned from observing its development in rodents and monkeys. In
monkeys, neurogenesis in the hippocampus begins at embryonic day 38 and is
mostly complete by birth (Alvarado and Bachavalier, 2000; Lavenex et al., 2007).
It eventually tapers off from the fourth through sixth month of infancy, with a low
level continuing through adult life. Different parts of the PHG appear to develop
at different rates. For example, ERC cell generation precedes cell generation in
the hippocampus by approximately two days in the monkey (Alvarado and
Bachavalier, 2000). However, in the case of the PRC, the rhinal sulcus is barely
an indentation by the fourth month of gestation, and after birth, it requires at least
six months to develop functional maturity. Still by birth, the PRC can be
distinguished cytoarchitecturally (Alvarado and Bachavalier, 2000). And finally,
because the PHC receives its major inputs from brain regions that take between
several months (parietal cortex) to two years (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) to
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mature, it most likely undergoes a prolonged functional maturation as compared
to the other structures of the MTL (Alvarado and Bachavalier, 2000).

MTL Connectivity:
Understanding the connectivity of each of the MTL structures may provide
insight into its function. Below is a description of the connectivity of each of the
MTL structures I will be exploring in this dissertation. Disruptions of these circuits
during abnormal development of the MTL could be at least partially responsible
for deficits in both memory, and other cognitive processes.

Hippocampus:
The hippocampus shares rich interconnectivity with the PHG
substructures; a great deal of direct input to this region comes from the ERC, and
lesser inputs come from the PRC and PHC. The anterior hippocampus receives
inputs from the septal nucleus and the lateral and caudo-medial ERC (Sahay and
Hen, 2007). This hippocampal region projects to the mammilllary complex, the
dorsal lateral septum and the lateral ERC. The posterior hippocampus receives
input from the rostromedial ERC and the medial septal nucleus, and projects to
the prefrontal cortex, the amygdala, the nucleus accumbens, the hypothalamus,
the medial ERC, the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis and the rostral and
ventral lateral septum (Sahay and Hen, 2007; Moser and Moser, 1998). Through
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the PHG, the hippocampus also receives input from several cortical areas
including the frontal, temporal, parietal, occipital and cingulate cortices.

PHG:
The PHG as a whole receives a great deal of sensory information from
both unimodal and polymodal association areas, which is passed on to the
hippocampus for further processing. Additionally, the PHG has reciprocal
connections back to the neocortex, and reciprocal connections with the amygdala
and the striatum. However, each of the subregions of the PHG connects
differentially to the cortex, the hippocampus, and the nuclei of the amygdala
(Suzuki, 1996). This suggests that each of these regions may serve unique
functions. Below, I will describe the connectivity of each of the PHG
substructures: ERC, PRC, and PHC.

ERC:
The ERC is directly and reciprocally connected to both the PRC (lateral
ERC) and PHC (medial ERC) and several cortical areas including the
orbitofrontal, piriform, and retrospenial cingulate cortices (Aggleton and Brown,
1999; Suzuki, 1996). However, the bulk of the cortical input the ERC receives
comes from the PRC and PHC (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994). As mentioned above,
the ERC then transmits this input to the hippocampus, from which it also receives
input. The ERC also receives strong inputs from several nuclei in the amygdala
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(Suzuki, 1996), although its return connections to this region are substantially
weaker.

PRC:
The PRC gets the bulks of its cortical input from visual areas in the
inferotemporal cortex (~64%), and a majority of its remaining cortical input from
the PHC (Suzuki, 1996). In addition to the above major inputs, the PRC also
receives cortical input from the somatosensory association areas of the insular
cortex, the orbitofrontal cortex and the dorsal bank of the superior temporal
sulcus (Suzuki, 1996). As mentioned earlier, the major output of the PRC is the
ERC, with weaker output to the PHC and hippocampus as well. Of the PHG
substructures, the amygdala shares the most robust interconnectivity with the
PRC.

PHC:
In addition to the various connections between the PHC and the MTL
structures described above, the PHC shares robust connectivity with several
other cortical areas as well. Input from the visuospatial processing areas of the
posterior parietal cortex, the retrosplenial cortex, the superior temporal gyrus and
sulcus and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex are the major sources of cortical
input to the PHC (Burwell, 2000). The PHC also projects to the hippocampus
and has substantial projections to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Suzuki,
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1996, Aggleton and Brown, 2005). Compared to the other PHG substructures,
the PHC shares very little interconnectivity with the amygdala.

Significance of variation in MTL connectivity:
The different kinds and levels of connectivity between each of the MTL
structures and other brain regions suggest that these structures may play
different roles in cognition. For example, the rich interconnectivity the PHC has
with the visuospatial processing areas and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
suggest that this region may be involved in the processing and formation of
visuospatial memory and working memory. As pointed out by Burwell, based on
the above connectivity, this region of the PHG may also be involved in attention
(2000). Similarly, the PRC may also be involved in the formation and processing
of visual memory. However, its robust connectivity to the amygdala suggests a
potential role for this region in the processing of emotional stimuli as well. The
ERC, with the heavy input it receives from the PRC and PHC, and therefore, the
cortical regions connected to these two structures, and with the input it receives
from the retrospenial cortex, along with the significant output it sends to the
hippocampus, certainly plays a role in pre-processing sensory signals. As has
been suggested (Witter et al., 2000; Iijima et al., 1996), the large number of
parallel loops of information through the ERC to and from the hippocampus and
other cortical areas including the prefrontal cortex suggest that this structure may
be involved in the monitoring and short-term maintenance of information
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processing in the hippocampus. The input received from the amygdala also
suggests that the ERC may be involved in the processing of emotional signals as
well. The ERC also receives unimodal input from olfactory associated areas
such as the olfactory bulb and the piriform cortex.

Functional Maturity of the MTL and effect of MTL lesions on
Memory Performance:
Functional maturity of the MTL is observed through two basic paradigms:
those involving recognition memory tasks, and those involving relational memory
tasks. Recognition memory tasks involve the ability to discriminate between an
item previously seen and an item that is novel. Relational memory tasks
however, require the subject to be able to remember the relationships between
items. Both kinds of tasks rely upon the MTL, with some structures being more
heavily recruited for one kind of task over another. Also, adult-level performance
emerges earlier for some tasks than for others.

Recognition Memory Tasks:

Recognition memory as tested through the preferential looking (PL) task
has been found in monkeys as early as two weeks after birth (Bachevalier
et al. 1993) and, found within the first few days of life in humans (Pascalis and de
Schonen 1994). As described by Alvarado and Bachevalier (2000), PL is split
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into three segments: the first where the subject is exposed to a visual stimulus
during a familiarization period: the second which is a delay interval, during which
no stimuli are present, and the third, the comparison period, when the familiar
stimulus is presented side by side with a novel stimulus, during which the
subject’s eye movements are recorded. Recognition is inferred from the subject’s
tendency to prefer, and thus fixate longer on, the novel stimulus. Memory can be
further taxed by varying the duration of the delay interval.
Both neonatal and adult damage to monkey MTL structures negatively
affects performance on PL. Adult damage to either the hippocampus (Zola et al.,
2000) or the PRC (Clark et al., 1997) impairs recognition at ten second delay
intervals. Adult damage to the PHC, however, impairs damage at delay intervals
greater than thirty seconds (Bachevalier and Nemanic et al., 2008). Extensive
neonatal damage to the MTL (hippocampus and PHG) eliminates the preference
for novelty in adult monkeys (Pascalis and Bachevalier, 1999).
Another task that measures recognition memory is the Delayed NonMatching to Sample (DNMS) task. In this task, the subject is presented with a
sample object that covers a baited food well. The subject moves the object to
take the reward. After a short delay when the subject cannot see the testing tray
comes the choice test. During the choice test, the sample and a novel object are
presented over the lateral wells of the test tray, but only the well under the novel
object is baited. Using new stimuli for each trial, the subject must learn to pick the
item not previously seen. Increasing either the number of items to be
remembered or the delay period increases the difficulty of this task. Despite
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showing long-lasting memory on the PL task as infants, three-month old
monkeys cannot master DNMS at ten second delays. In fact, performance at the
adult level on the DNMS task does not emerge until the age of one or two
(Bachevalier, 1990). Human infants take a similar amount of time to perform
proficiently on the DNMS, not reaching adult-level performance until the age of 2
(Diamond 1990). Additionally, the ability to remember across increasingly longer
delays also improves with age (Diamond 1990).
Performance on DNMS is vulnerable to medial temporal lobe MTL
damage. Damage to ERC and PRC or PRC alone is enough to impair both
acquisition and performance (Suzuki et al. 1993; Zola Morgan et al. 1993;
Alvarez et al. 1995). Damage to PHC only slightly slows down acquisition of the
task and affects memory performance at only the longest delays (10 min)
(Nemanic et al. 2000). The effect of hippocampal damage on DNMS task
performance in monkeys has been under debate recently. Some studies have
shown that hippocampal damage is associated with only mild or no impairments
(Murray and Mishkin, 1998; Bachevalier et al., 1999) . Others, however, have
found poorer performance on the DNMS task after hippocampal lesions (BeasonHeld et al., 1999). Possible explanations for this could lie in the effects of
differing methods used to make lesions in each study.
Given the similarity between the PL and DNMS tasks, it is interesting to
note the difference in maturity required for attaining a high level of performance
on each. Several studies have ruled out the following potential explanations for
this difference: differing abilities to detect the novel stimulus (Overman et al.
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1993), simple immaturity in reaching ability (Diamond 1990; Overman et al.
1993), and the inability to retain the sensory information for long periods
(Gunderson and Swartz 1985). Instead, the differences of development between
the two tasks appear to be related to an inability in younger subjects during the
DNMS trials to associate the reward with the abstract quality of novelty
(Bachevalier 1990; Overman et al. 1993; Diamond 1995; Diamond et al. 1999).
Therefore, it is likely that, unlike the PL task, the DNMS task requires cognitive
abilities beyond simple recognition. It is also likely that these abilities depend in
part upon neural substrates outside of the medial temporal lobe that mature
during the first years of life in primates. This theory is further supported by the
effect of hippocampal and PHG lesions on each of the two tasks. The fact that
hippocampal lesions can hinder the performance on the PL, but not the DNMS
task, while lesions to the rhinal structures can hinder performance on both tasks
suggests that the DNMS may be more dependent on the varied cortical interplay
between the PHG structures and other cortical areas for successful completion.

Relational Memory Tasks:

Two examples of relational memory tasks are Biconditional Discrimination
and Transverse Patterning. In the first, four stimuli are presented, A, B, C and D.
Objects A and D are both stimuli in whose presence, the correct signal stimulus
object to choose is either B (when A is present), or C (when D is present).
Choosing the “correct” signal stimulus is rewarded. Normal monkeys between
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the ages of six months and one year performed worse on this task than adult
monkeys. However, one year-old monkeys with damage to the hippocampus
and the PHC performed worse on this task than the younger animals.
The second task requires subjects to learn a set of arbitrary
discriminations. As described by Debra Titone, in this paradigm, “when A and B
are paired, A is correct; when B and C are paired, B is correct; and when A and
C are paired, C is correct. The third of these discriminations is relatively difficult
to learn because the AC discrimination goes against a logical inference about
what stimulus should be reinforced given that A is reinforced over B, and B is
reinforced over C.” Children are unable to perform this task until approximately
five years of age. There is also evidence that damage to the hippocampus in
monkeys, both neonatal (Alvarado et al. 1995) and adult (Alvarado et al. 1998)
severely hinders performance on this task. Human adults, who have lesions to
the MTL, and specifically to the hippocampal formation, also show severe
impairment on this task.
Additionally, lesions to the medial diencephalon and, specifically to the
mediodorsal thalamic nuclei have also been associated with deficits in
performance of this task (Aggleton and Brown, 1999). Deficits caused by lesions
to this region are very similar to lesions in the MTL (McKee and Squire, 1992).
This thalamic nucleus shares rich connections with the prefrontal cortex, and it
could be a disruption in these circuits that are responsible for poor performance
on this task in lesioned animals and human subjects.
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MTL Specificity in Different Aspects of Memory:
That the MTL is a necessary substrate for memory is widely accepted.
With the help of animal and human lesion studies and functional neuroimaging
studies from the last decade, we are seeking to gain a better understanding of
what aspects of memory the hippocampus, and the substructures of the PHG are
each involved in. As discussed in the previous section, monkey lesion studies
suggest distinct roles for the hippocampus, PRC and PHC in memory
processing. From these studies, we know that in monkeys, the hippocampus is
important for both recognition and relational memory tasks (Zola et al., 2000;
Alvarado et al. 1995; Alvarado et al. 1998) while the PRC is necessary for
accomplishing recognition memory tasks (Suzuki et al., 1993), and the PHC is
necessary for remembering the relationship between objects (Suzuki et al.,
1993). More recently, Malkova and Mishkin (2003) have shown that spatial
memory, a kind of relational memory, in monkeys relies on an intact PHC, and
not an intact hippocampus, as had been previously thought (Parkinson et al.,
1988; Angeli et al., 1993). The reason for this difference in findings is likely due
to the nonselective nature of the lesions made in the earlier studies where both
hippocampus and PHC were ablated.
Although experiments with animals, and specifically non-human primates,
have provided significant insight into the roles of MTL structure in memory,
studies of human subjects with MTL lesions were among the first to suggest that
such a role may exist. Arguably, the most famous such case is that of patient,
HM. Although, HM was not the first observed case of anterograde amnesia, this
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individual soon became one of the most intensely studied cases of the condition.
HM’s amygdala, hippocampus, ERC and PRC were bilaterally removed as a
treatment for seizures. Post-operatively, he showed no change in personality,
nor did he show any loss of intelligence. However, he suffered severe memory
impairments. He could remember verbal stimuli for only fifteen minutes, but only
if he was able to devote his entire attention to their rehearsal. If a distraction
interrupted this process, all of his rehearsing up to that point would be to no avail;
the complete episode would be forgotten (Milner, 2005). By sitting through years
of experiments, HM provided scientists with a great deal of data on anterograde
amnesia. However, his lesions were not restricted to the MTL structures, nor
were they restricted to specific structures within the MTL, and therefore, studies
of more specific human lesions were needed to fully appreciate the importance of
these structures for episodic memory. Two such studies were those of human
subjects, RB (Zola-Morgan et al., 1986) and NC (Gold and Squire, 2006). RB
had suffered ischemia-induced memory loss. Approximately six months after his
ischemic episode, and until his death five years later, RB participated in
neuropsychological testing to evaluate his cognitive function. Upon his death, his
brain was histologically examined. From the histological analysis performed on
his brain, the bulk of the brain damage he suffered from his ischemic episode
was localized bilaterally, to the hippocampus, specifically to the CA1 subfield of
the hippocampus. NC had a history of schizo-affective disorder, seizures,
alcoholism and was diagnosed with sleep-apnea shortly before death.
Histological examination of her brain exposed bilateral lesions in her
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hippocampus (dentate gyrus, subfields CA1 and CA3) and ERC (layer three).
From their neuropsychological testing, it was apparent that both RB and NC
suffered from significant anterograde amnesia, having deficits in recall of stories,
word lists, and diagrams. They both also performed poorly on tasks of pairedassociate learning. Subjects who have bilateral damage to PRC and PHC also
appear to have deficits in diagram recall, paired associate performance, word
recognition, word recall and face recognition (Buffalo et al., 1998). It should be
noted though that the two subjects with the above PHG damage had
hippocampal damage as well. Compared to subjects who had damage restricted
to the hippocampus or diencephalon, these subjects had greater deficits in
memory performance at longer delay intervals (> 6 seconds) suggesting the
additional impairment was due to lesions in the PHG.
The evidence from both animal and human lesion studies suggests that in
humans the structures of the MTL may play differential roles in memory. The
evidence gleaned from human neuroimaging studies, suggesting that there is
some functional dissociation in the MTL is compelling. However, there remains
some debate as to whether or not such dissociation actually exists. Generally
speaking, there are two competing views in the current literature. I will discuss
them both below.
The first has progressively built in the last decade on initial findings that
suggested that the hippocampus and the PHC were most involved in recollection
(Davachi et al., 2003; Raganath et al., 2004; Kahn et al., 2004; Lehn et al., 2009)
or the ability to recover event-specific contextual details as a memory is retrieved
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(Yonelinas, 2001) while the rhinal cortex (ERC and PRC) was most involved in
semantic memory, or knowledge of objects, concepts, faces and words (Davies
et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2006) and item memory or familiarity (Davachi et al.,
2003; Raganath et al., 2004), a process through which the subject senses that an
item or event has been experienced before (Yonelinas, 2001), but does not
access the contextual elements surrounding the episode when the memory was
encoded.
The above findings, which suggest dissociable, but complementary roles
for each MTL structure in memory, do not seem surprising, particularly
considering both the differentiated connectivity and, the high level of
interconnectivity of these structures. However, the tasks that have been used to
uncover what these roles might be are limited by a number of factors. For
example, all of the tasks used in the studies discussed above use some form of
visual or spatial cues for source memory. The use of visual/spatial tasks for
recollection may have prevented the visualization of temporal-source related
activity as a predictor of subsequent memory. For example, the temporal order
in which the words were presented might provide contextual information to aid in
recall. In fact, a recent study has lent further support to the role of the
hippocampus in source memory by showing its involvement in the specific recall
of temporal sequences (Lehn et al., 2009). Also, as pointed out by Kafkas and
Migo (2009) recollections beyond those specific to the task may be confounding
activity thought to be specific to item or source memory performance. As an
example, certain words being studied might be particularly meaningful to the
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subject, and therefore have the potential to skew measures of recollection. An
elegant study of spatial and non-spatial associative memory, where the items
used to test both forms of associative memory were originally meaningless
shapes, has addressed this latter concern, and also shown the importance of the
PHC during the retrieval of both types of memories (Aminoff et al., 2007).
The second view is that item memory and source memory are actually on
a single spectrum with item memory reflecting weaker memory and source
memory, of which relational memory is a subset, being indicative of stronger
memory (Squire et al., 2004). According to this perspective, the structures of the
MTL contribute equally to memory in a way that is difficult to dissociate (Squire et
al., 2004). Support for this latter view comes from studies where activation of
specific MTL structures was not preferentially predictive of performance on item
memory or source memory tasks (Gold et al., 2006). It should be noted however,
that despite Gold and group’s (2006) conclusion that hippocampus and PRC
encoding activation predicted item memory and source recollection to a similar
degree, their results actually demonstrate a trend-level significance for right PRC
activation predicting item memory to a greater degree than source recollection.
Based on MTL connectivity, and on findings from animal lesion, human
lesion and neuroimaging studies, all of the MTL structures are important for
memory. If the dissociation theory is correct, then the hippocampus and PHC
subserve associative memory, and the processing of contextual information, with
the PHC being especially important for processing spatial memory as well. In
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contrast, the rhinal cortex structures appear to be involved in item memory with
the PRC being especially involved in visual memory processing.
The memory tasks that I used in this dissertation were tests that would be
cumulatively sensitive to damage anywhere in the MTL. The tasks included were
tests of verbal memory that required indirect temporal processing and either
higher level processing (Logical Memory, a subtest of the Wechsler Memory
Scale, third edition, or the WMS-III) or intact categorization skills (CVLT) to
complete, and a test of visual and spatial memory (Family Pictures, a subtest of
the WMS-III). Each of these tasks could be sensitive to disruption of multiple MTL
structures: Logical Memory requires subjects to remember the temporal order of
story elements, and would therefore be sensitive to disruptions of both the PRC
and the hippocampus; the CVLT requires subjects to recall consecutively
presented items of the same category, and would therefore be sensitive to
disruptions of the ERC, PRC and the hippocampus; Family Pictures requires the
recollection of spatial locations of objects and family member activity, and would
therefore be sensitive to disruptions of the ERC, PRC and the PHC.

All of these

tests are thought to measure episodic memory, or the memory of an event with a
clear relation to time and space (Tulving, 2001). By combining all three of these
measures, I produced a robust measure of global episodic memory performance
that would be sensitive to disruption anywhere in the MTL, regardless of the
specific role in memory which a given structure subserved. These tests were
specifically chosen not only because of their expected recruitment of the MTL,
but also because of their sensitivity to cognitive deficits in schizophrenia subjects
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(Hawkins, 1998; Weickert et al., 2000), the constituents of one of my two key
experimental groups in this study.

Determinants of MTL Structure:
Throughout the course of an individual’s life, several factors influence the
structure of the MTL through a combination of genes, environment and
experience. The first two factors are particularly influential perinatally.
For example, several signaling molecules exercise regional control over
the developing cortex and hippocampus, with specific genes being differentially
expressed in the brain, some in the MTL, and some in other areas of the cortex
(Ragsdale and Grove, 2001). For example, limbic system-associated membrane
protein (LAMP) is expressed in the developing and adult hippocampus, PHG,
and other limbic structures, but shows little to no expression in non-limbic brain
regions (Pimenta et al., 1996; Reinoso et al., 1996). Similarly, cadhedrin
molecule, cad-8, and the ephrin receptor, A5, are expressed in the PHG and
other limbic cortices during development, but not elsewhere. Additionally, certain
proteins act as collaborative signals to induce the expression of region-specific
proteins like LAMP. Examples include transforming growth factor and neuregulin
(Eagleson and Levitt, 1999). The above proteins are thought to be involved in
axon guidance (Eagleson and Levitt, 1999), and could therefore play crucial roles
in determining MTL structure. Polymorphisms on any of the genes encoding
these proteins could result in abnormal development of the MTL.
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Environmental factors such as difficult births, prenatal stress, and
convulsive episodes can affect the structure of the brain. For example, hypoxiaischemia at term is associated with damage to hippocampal CA1 neurons, deep
layers of cerebral cortex and cerebellar Purkinje cells (Rees and Inder, 2005).
Additionally, infection/inflammation and premature births are associated with
white matter damage which might affect surrounding gray matter structure (Rees
and Inder, 2005). In rats, it has been observed that prenatal stress of the mother
causes an increase in glucocorticoids in fetal blood that could affect hippocampal
structure post-natally (Takahashi, 1998). Environmental factors such as poor
nutrition can also affect MTL structure in the developing infant. For instance,
poor nutrition in birds during early postnatal development had smaller
hippocampi and fewer neurons in the hippocampus compared to normal birds
(Pravosudov et al., 2005). Another factor capable of influencing MTL structural
development is the seizure: Seizures in rats corresponding to the age of infancy
in humans are associated with smaller volumes of hippocampus and perirhinal
cortex when these rats reach adulthood (Nairismagi et al., 2006). The richness
of the external environment can also influence the development of the MTL. For
example, deprived rearing conditions in neonatal mice have been associated with
smaller hippocampi with lower neuron density in adulthood (Kempermann, 1997).
There are also several factors occurring past the age of infancy that can
affect MTL structure. One such example effects MTL structure when it takes
place postnatally as well: the seizure. Seizures in P21 rats (corresponds to
prepubescent childhood in humans) caused by exposure to kainic acid are
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associated with neural damage in CA1 and CA3 of the hippocampus and the
ERC and PRC (Rizzi et al., 2003 and Ravizza et al., 2005). In humans,
Bernasconi et al. (2000) reported that subjects with a history of temporal lobe
epilepsy had volume reductions in the ERC.
Episodes of ischemia as adults can also affect brain structure, and brain
function. As an example, in 1986, Zola-Morgan and colleagues presented their
findings on patient RB. RB had suffered ischemia-induced memory loss. From
the histological analysis performed on his brain, the bulk of the brain damage he
suffered from his ischemic episode was localized bilaterally, to the hippocampus,
specifically to the CA1 subfield of the hippocampus. Based on the tasks where
he showed deficits in performance (paired associate learning, story recall, and
diagram recall) his deficits were most-likely the result of deficits in relational and
visuo-spatial learning.
Other factors that affect the structure of the brain, but can manifest later in
life are neuropsychiatric diseases states such as Alzheimer’s disease and
schizophrenia. These diseases are thought to be caused by a combination of
genetic and environmental factors, though the exact etiology of these two
disorders remains unknown, and is a matter of continued study.
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), for example, is a neuro-degenerative disorder
characterized by dementia and atrophy of MTL structures (Kohler et al., 1998),
with the ERC and PRC being among the first (Braak et al., 2000) to show signs
of atrophy (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Lesions in the MTL over the course of AD. Trans-entorhinal region in figure corresponds
to the PRC. (Braak et al., 2000)

In fact, smaller ERC volumes in elderly subjects presenting with cognitive
complaints may be predictors for later development of AD (De Toledo-Morrell et
al., 2000). A number of studies of subjects with AD, and those at risk for AD,
have also shown positive correlations between memory and measurements of
MTL structure. For example, Kohler et al. (1998) found a significant positive
correlation between the volume of PHG and a measure of delayed recall on a
visual memory task, WMS-R Visual Reproduction, r = 0.67, n = 17. A similar
positive correlation was found between the volume of the hippocampus in these
subjects and delayed recall on a measure of verbal memory or list learning,
CVLT, r = 0.78, n = 26. De Toledo-Morrell et al. (2000) also found positive
correlations between measures of MTL structure and measures of memory in AD
at-risk subjects. The memory task used was the Buschke task, a task where
subjects are asked to learn a list of four items presented four at a time pictorially.
Subjects were scored based on the percentage of correctly recalled items both
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immediately, and after a 45 – 60 minute delay. De Toledo-Morrell’s group found
that both immediate and delayed memory were positively correlated with volume
of the ERC and volume of the hippocampus, with significant correlations between
ERC volume and immediate free recall and hippocampal volume and delayed
free recall. The authors suggest that this implies temporally-based differential
roles for the ERC and hippocampus in memory. One could also argue that the
different modalities of processing involved in this task (both visual and verbal)
may also influence these results.

Schizophrenia and the MTL:
Another disease state where the structures of the MTL have been found to
be affected by a disease process is schizophrenia. This disorder emerges in
men in their late teens and early twenties, while women are generally diagnosed
in their mid-twenties to early-thirties (NIMH, 2007). Schizophrenia is a
psychiatric disorder characterized by a number of potential symptoms including:
delusions, hallucinations, disorganized speech, disorganized or catatonic
behavior, affective flattening, alogia and/or avoliton (DSM-IV). It is thought that
those who go on to develop schizophrenia are born with a predisposition for the
disorder based on the interplay of several possible genes (Braff et al., 2007). In
fact, unlike the general population, which has approximately a one percent
chance of developing schizophrenia, first-degree relatives of schizophrenia
subjects have approximately a ten percent chance of developing the disorder
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(Tsuang, 2000). First-degree relatives of schizophrenia subjects also show
similar abnormalities in brain structure (Lawrie et al., 2001; van Erp et al., 2002;
van Erp et al., 2004; Seidman et al., 2002) and cognition (meta-analysis:
Sitskoorn et al., 2004; Delawalla et al., 2006) as their affected siblings. In
schizophrenia subjects, a genetic predisposition, coupled with a number of
potential environmental insults (pre- and perinatal insults such those discussed
earlier), produces a heterogeneous disorder characterized by cognitive
impairments such as problems with executive function, memory, and the inability
to sustain attention (NIMH, 2007), and structural abnormalities of the brain.
Despite having lower mean values on measures of brain structure and cognitive
performance, schizophrenia subjects show great variance on these measures
(Heinrichs, 2004; van Erp et al., 2004; Keri and Janka, 2004). The cognitive
deficits associated with schizophrenia can be quite severe, and are stable; they
remain even after treatment improves psychotic symptoms (Saykin et al., 1991;
Gruzelier et al., 1988). The MTL, as a likely neural substrate for memory, and as
a possible substrate for other cognitive and behavioral processes disrupted in
schizophrenia, has been a brain region of considerable interest to schizophrenia
researchers.
Below, I will discuss what is known about how the structures of both the
hippocampus and the PHG relate to memory in schizophrenia subjects, and also
what I expect this relationship to be in my subjects. I will begin with a discussion
of the hippocampus, and in the following section, I will describe what is known
about the PHG in this context.
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Hippocampus and Memory in Schizophrenia and Health:

To date, findings on MTL structure in schizophrenia have been varied.
Despite certain negative findings showing no abnormalities of hippocampal
structure in schizophrenia subjects (Krabbendam et al., 2000; DeLisi et al., 1997;
Sanfilipo et al., 2002), several groups have found smaller hippocampi in
schizophrenia subjects compared to healthy controls (Nelson et al., 1998 (metaanalysis); Whitworth et al., 1998; Velakoulis et al., 1999; Gur et al., 2000;
Seidman et al., 2002; Tepest et al., 2003; Sim et al., 2006). There may be
several reasons for the discrepancies in findings for the hippocampus. One
possibility, as suggested by Antonova et al., in 2004, could be that since
hippocampal volume reduction might be restricted to gray matter reductions, a
lack of segmentation of gray matter from white matter could skew the results of
those not finding a disease-effect. Additionally, the size of the slices being
segmented, and the kinds of segmentation techniques used might also affect
whether or not an effect is seen. For example, DeLisi’s group (1997) used
relatively thick (5 mm) slices with 2 mm gaps between slices in their analysis of
hippocampus. This could result in the group missing small but meaningful
changes in volume. Although Sanfilipo’s group did not have any gaps between
the slices they collected, the slices they used were relatively thick (2.8 mm), and
could face the same problems of poor precision faced by DeLisi et al.
Krabbendam’s group also used relatively thick slices (3 mm), and additionally,
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had difficulty in segmenting the hippocampus separately from the amygdala.
Although interconnected, the amygdala and hippocampus are distinct structures,
and the inclusion of the amygdala in their measure of anterior hippocampal
volume may have confounded their results of the hippocampus proper.
The findings for the relationship between structural measures of MTL and
cognitive performance in schizophrenia subjects have not been consistent. For
the most part though, the literature has shown positive relationships such that
larger hippocampal volume is associated with better performance. One such
study showed that larger hippocampal volume was positively related to both
verbal (performance on tasks of story recall, list learning and paired associates)
and visuo-spatial memory (design reproduction) (Gur et al., 2000). More
recently, Nestor et al. found in 2007 that hippocampal volume was positively
correlated with several aspects of memory in schizophrenia subjects: right
hippocampal volume correlated with overall visual memory, and with the
recognition elements of both visual and verbal memory. Left hippocampal
volume correlated with both recognition and recall aspects of verbal memory.
These findings differ, however, from those of Thoma et al. (2008) who found
positive correlations between posterior hippocampal volume and visual memory
in schizophrenia subjects, but negative correlations between anterior
hippocampal volume and both verbal and spatial memory in these same
subjects. What this relationship would have been had the whole hippocampus
been examined instead of the two regions separately is unknown.
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There is also considerable disagreement over what the normative
relationship between MTL structure and cognitive performance is. Also, age
might be capable of affecting whether this relationship is positive or negative.
There are currently three major hypotheses concerning how hippocampal volume
correlates with memory in healthy control subjects, with the third being
dependent on age-related changes to hippocampal structure. The first is the
“bigger is better” hypothesis (Van Petten, 2004) that suggests that irrespective of
any structurally determining factors, a bigger hippocampus is associated with
better memory performance, and a smaller hippocampus is associated with
poorer memory performance. Because of the accepted role of the MTL in
memory, because of the numerous studies showing a relationship between
hippocampal volume and memory performance in subjects with
neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of
dementia, and because of the naturally occurring variability in both hippocampal
volume and memory performance in healthy controls, this was one of the the
earliest hypotheses concerning the relationship between MTL structure and
memory performance. The two other hypotheses discussed below were posited
after numerous studies presented results conflicting with this hypothesis. I will
discuss the results from some of those studies shortly.
Support of the “bigger is always better” hypothesis however, comes from
studies showing a positive relationship between hippocampal volume and
memory performance. For example, Reiman et al. (1998) found a moderate (r ≥
0.30) positive relationship between list learning and memory in healthy control
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subjects. Similarly, O’Driscoll et al. (2001) found a moderate positive relationship
between delayed story recollection and hippocampal volume in healthy control
subjects. Gur et al. (2000) found that the hippocampus correlated positively with
spatial memory in control subjects. Similarly, in 2003, Driscoll et al. found a
moderate positive correlation between hippocampal volume and memory
performance in their control subjects. Rosen et al. (2003) found a positive
correlation between left hippocampal volume and verbal memory recall in a
sample of healthy, non-demented older adults.
It should be noted however, that findings from the Rosen et al. (2003)
study more aptly support the second hypothesis discussed below than this first
hypothesis. Indeed, several studies that were thought to initially provide support
to the “bigger is better” view regardless of factors affecting structure, can be
thought to better support the second hypothesis listed here since they relate
hippocampal volume to memory performance in older subjects who are likely to
have experienced age-related shrinkage of the brain. They do not disprove the
first hypothesis, but when their results are taken in the context of the numerous
studies like the following, where the “bigger is better” hypothesis in healthy, but
not aging adults fails to hold, and given that the above studies examine the
structure-function relationship in older adults, their findings can be thought to
more specifically support the second hypothesis than the first. Examples of
studies that examine the structure-function relationship in healthy, but not aging
adults include: Torres et al. (1997), Raz et al., (1998), MacKay et al. (1998),
Tisserand et al. (2000), and Maguire et al. (2003). All of these studies failed to
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find significant relationships between hippocampal volume and memory
performance (either verbal, visual/spatial, or both) in their subjects.
Also, of the four studies described earlier where a relationship was
observed between hippocampal volume and memory performance in healthy
adults, one study (Reiman et al., 1998) used subjects who were between 50 and
62 years of age, an age range during which age-related brain shrinkage has
already begun, thus possibly rendering this study more likely to support the
second hypothesis discussed below than the “bigger is better” hypothesis
discussed here. Furthermore, one of the remaining three studies (Driscoll, et al.,
2003) to provide support for this hypothesis has not been replicated because of
the uniqueness of the visual task (Virtual Morris water maze) used in exploring
the relationship between hippocampal volume and visual memory.
Given the number of studies that have failed to find a relationship between
hippocampal volume and memory performance in healthy adults, and the lack of
reasoning for expecting to see such a positive relationship in young adults, I do
not expect this hypothesis to be true in my young adult control subjects or my
young adult control siblings.
The second hypothesis concerning how hippocampal volume relates to
memory states that a normally developed hippocampus of any size will support
normal function, but that tissue loss within the structure will be associated with
poorer function (Van Petten, 2004). In other words according to this hypothesis,
in healthy adults, who are not experiencing significant age-related brain
shrinkage, hippocampal size does not relate to memory performance. However,
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changes in hippocampal volume that are the result of pathological tissue loss
could disrupt normal hippocampal function such that larger structures which have
had presumably less tissue-loss are associated with better memory performance,
and smaller structures which have presumably lost more tissue are associated
with poorer memory performance. Thus, this hypothesis suggests that in an
adult, but not aged, population, a relationship between memory and hippocampal
volume will be unobservable, but that in populations that have experienced
pathogenic, or age-related tissue loss, the bigger the hippocampus, the better the
memory performance, and the smaller the structure, the poorer the performance.
Support for this hypothesis comes from studies of both healthy older subjects
who have most likely experienced age-related brain shrinkage (Golomb et al.,
1994; Lupien et al., 1998; Convit et al., 2003; Driscoll et al., 2003; Rosen et al.,
2003; Lye et al., 2006), from studies of subjects who have experienced tissue
loss as a result of a pathological condition such as Alzheimer’s Disease (Kohler
et al., 1998; De Toledo-Morrell et al., 2000) and Temporal Lobe Epilepsy
(Reminger et al., 2004), and from studies of healthy non-aging adult controls
where a relationship between hippocampal volume and memory could not be
observed (see above).
And the final hypothesis concerning how hippocampal volume relates to
memory claims that age can modify the nature of this relationship in a way
opposite to that just discussed; hippocampal tissue loss is not associated with
poorer memory performance, but instead, is associated with better memory
performance. According to this hypothesis, one would expect to find a negative
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relationship between hippocampal volume and memory performance in normally
developing children and adolescents. The reason for this being that the young
developing brain undergoes a loss of gray matter in the whole brain beginning
around 11 years of age, and in the temporal lobes beginning around year 17
(Giedd et al., 1999) as a result of loss of neurons, axonal branches and synapses
that do not support efficient brain function (Van Petten, 2004). Thus, according
to this hypothesis, the efficiently functioning brain of a young person will
experience significant neural pruning and as a result of this, a smaller
hippocampus will relate to better memory performance. Support for this
hypothesis can be found from studies of young subjects such as Pruessner et al.,
2007 and Sowell et al. 2001).
Some caveats of the supporting studies of the above hypotheses should
be noted before proceeding. For example, the sample size of the Pruessner
(2007) study (n = 13) were fairly small. Also, the Sowell (2001) study did not
isolate hippocampus; this group looked at a large portion of the MTL, including
amygdala, hippocampus and PHG.
For my study of the hippocampus and other MTL structures in
schizophrenia subjects, healthy control subjects and their respective siblings, I
believe the second hypothesis is most likely to correctly reflect the relationship
between brain structure and cognition. In my control groups, I do not expect to
see a relationship between MTL structure and memory performance because my
subjects are too old to be undergoing developmental pruning, but too young to be
experiencing significant age-related shrinkage of the brain. I also do not believe
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the first “bigger is better” hypothesis adequately reflects the relationship between
healthy brain structure and memory performance, as numerous studies have
failed to replicate results supporting this hypothesis, and because the original
reasoning to suspect the veracity of this hypothesis is based partially on data
from, and neuropathogenic theory surrounding subjects with compromised MTL
structure and memory. It is not however, based on any anatomical or molecular
theory concerning the relationship between normative MTL structure and
memory performance.
Schizophrenia is a heterogeneous disorder likely caused by a combination
of various genetic factors working in concert with specific environmental insults
that together disrupt MTL structure to varying degrees. Since schizophrenia
subjects show abnormalities in brain structure and cognition, it is possible that
the variance found in these two potentially related measures is functionally
meaningful such that smaller volumes are associated with poorer cognitive
performance and larger volumes are associated with better performance. This is
in keeping with the line of reasoning offered by the second hypothesis which is
supported by results from several studies of individuals with neuropathology of
the MTL and deficits in memory performance. Since control subjects show no
cognitive deficits, and since our control subjects are practically all adults, I would
not expect to see a relationship between hippocampal volume and cognition in
these subjects. As the two sibling groups share half of the same genetic makeup
of their respective siblings, I would expect that schizophrenia and schizophrenia
siblings share similar structure-function relationships, and that such a relationship
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would be nearly as difficult to observe in control siblings as it is in control
subjects themselves.

PHG and Memory in Schizophrenia and Health:

The PHG and its substructures have not been evaluated as thoroughly as
the hippocampus, but there is some evidence to suggest that they are also
smaller in schizophrenia subjects compared to healthy controls (Job et al., 2002;
Joyal et al., 2002; Turetsky et al., 2003; Prasad et al., 2004). However, there
have been others who have found no abnormalities of PHG structure in
schizophrenia subjects (Krabbendam et al., 2000; Sanfilipo et al., 2002; Sim et
al., 2006).
There are a number of possible reasons for this disparity in findings. As
mentioned earlier, the comparative thickness of the image slices used by
Krabbendam (2000) and Sanfilipo (2002) could have confounded their results,
particularly in the case of a structure as thin and long as the PHG. Differences in
findings may also be attributed to a lack of consistency in defining structural
boundaries. For example, Sim et al., 2006, defined the PHG such that the
posterior portion of it was not included. This means that a large portion of the
parahippocampal cortex was neglected from their measurements. In the case of
Turetsky et al., 2003, the PRC was defined to include Brodmann’s Area (BA) 35
and 36. Although, both areas are part of the PRC, BA 36, might be better
considered part of the fusiform gyrus and not part of the PHG, proper. Prasad’s
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group (2004) included hippocampal tissue in their ERC segmenting, while Joyal’s
group (2002) included some of the tissue on the medial bank of the collateral
sulcus in their measurement of ERC, a method not used frequently by others
while defining the ERC due to the difficulty in finding a reliable anatomical marker
to mark the medial-most boundary of the ERC and PRC.
Developing an accurate and reliable means of segmenting the PHG, one
of my goals in this project, will prove useful in determining the true effect of
schizophrenia on this brain structure.
There have been a few reported instances of a relationship between PHG
structure and cognition in schizophrenia subjects. For example, increasing
volume of the PHG has been found to be associated with better executive
function as evidenced through better performance on the Stroop Test in chronic
schizophrenia subjects (Krabbendam et al., 2000). Other associations include
those between PHG and verbal intelligence (DeLisi et al., 1991; Hoff et al., 1992)
and PHG and verbal memory (DeLisi et al., 1991). Unlike all of the aforementioned findings where the associations between PHG volume and cognition
were positive, Sanfilipo et al. (2002) found an inverse relationship between PHG
volume and verbal intelligence in male patients. Regardless of direction, the
relationships between PHG structure and cognition seem to be specific to
schizophrenia as no similar associations were observed in comparison control
subjects (Krabbendam et al., 2000; DeLisi et al., 1991). To the best of my
knowledge no one has examined the relationship between PHG structural
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measures and memory performance in healthy controls and schizophrenia
subjects, something I will explore in this dissertation.
In summary, although there have been some findings suggesting both
abnormalities in PHG structure and correlations between PHG volume and
cognition in schizophrenia subjects, both the methods used to determine PHG
structure, and the findings of how structure relates to cognition have been varied.
The notable associations between PHG structure and cognition in older subjects
suffering from cognitive impairments suggest a possible link between this brain
region and the cognitive disturbances associated with schizophrenia. Also, the
rich interconnectivity of the PHG with several cortical and non-cortical brain
regions coupled with the level of cognitive disruption observed in schizophrenia
suggest that a detailed and reliable study of PHG structure and how it relates to
various cognitive processes is warranted. One of the key goals of this
dissertation was to conduct just such a study. Because similar factors influence
both the structure of the hippocampus and the structure of the PHG, and
because of their high level of interconnectivity, my hypotheses about the
structure of the PHG and the relationship between PHG structure and cognitive
performance in schizophrenia subjects, control subjects and their respective
siblings were similar to my analogous hypotheses about the hippocampus.
Namely, I expected to find abnormalities in measures of PHG in my
schizophrenia and schizophrenia sibling group, but not in my control or control
sibling groups. I also expected that these abnormalities would be functionally
meaningful such that smaller PHG measures would associate with poorer
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cognitive performance in my two experimental groups, but not in my two control
groups.

Study Design:
As discussed in earlier sections of this chapter, there is significant
evidence to support the view that the MTL is involved in several aspects of
memory processing. Additionally, both genetic and environmental influences are
capable of effecting MTL structure. Certain disease states such as Alzheimer’s
disease, a disease thought to have both environmental and genetic causes is
capable of altering the structure of the MTL, thereby effecting memory
performance. It is believed that schizophrenia is caused by both genetic and
environmental factors. We also know that schizophrenia is a disorder
characterized by memory deficits, and that there have been numerous reports of
abnormalities in MTL structure in populations of schizophrenia subjects. Given
the above premises, this study was designed to test the following three
hypotheses:
1. Both schizophrenia subjects and their first-degree relatives who
share approximately half of their genes (unaffected siblings) will
have deficits in memory performance compared to control subjects
and their siblings.
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2. Both schizophrenia subjects and their unaffected siblings will have
smaller measures of MTL structure compared to control subjects
and their siblings.
3. There will be a positive correlation between measures of MTL
structure and memory performance in schizophrenia subjects and
their siblings, but not necessarily in control subjects or their
siblings.
As mentioned earlier, schizophrenia subjects show great variance on measures
of cognitive performance and brain structure. Since the MTL structures are
neural substrates of memory, and schizophrenia subjects show deficits in
memory performance, it is possible that schizophrenia-linked variation in these
structures is functionally meaningful, i.e., smaller/thinner structures may be
related to poorer memory performance, and larger/thicker structures may be
related to better memory performance in our schizophrenia subjects and in their
siblings. However, since healthy control subjects do not show memory deficits,
normative variation in MTL structure may not be functionally meaningful, and so
a relationship between memory performance and MTL measures may not be
observable in the two control groups.
In order to test the above hypotheses, the following experimental design
was adopted: First, cognitive data and high resolution MR scans in the four
groups of subjects were collected. Next, tasks measuring episodic memory were
isolated from the cognitive testing. Following this step, measurements of
hippocampal volume, and volume and thickness of the PHG and its
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substructures were made. The cognitive and structural measures were then
analyzed to determine if group differences existed for any measures. Finally,
using a combined database of the cognitive and structural data from all of our
subjects, I examined the relationship between MTL structure and episodic
memory performance in each group of subjects.
In the following chapters, I will present the methods by which all of the
above steps were accomplished along with my results and interpretations.
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3.

Subject Recruitment and Demographics:
The subjects in this study were recruited through the Conte Center for the

Neuroscience of Mental Disorders (CCNMD) at Washington University in St.
Louis. The sample included 39 individuals with DSM-IV schizophrenia (33 male,
6 female); 33 siblings of individuals with schizophrenia (15 males, 18 female); 47
healthy control participants (26 male, 21 female); and 50 siblings of healthy
controls (14 male, 36 female). Schizophrenia participants were recruited from
local inpatient and outpatient treatment facilities. Control subjects were recruited
using local advertisements from the same community. Clinical and general
neuropsychological testing data from a group of subjects largely overlapping with
this sample have been reported previously by Delawalla et al. (2006). Additional
details related to subject recruitment procedures can be found in that publication.
Participants from any of the four groups were excluded if they (1) met
DSM-IV criteria for substance abuse or dependence within the past 6 months; (2)
had a clinically unstable or severe medical disorder, or a medical disorder that
would confound the assessment of psychiatric diagnosis or render research
participation dangerous; (3) had head injury (past or present) with documented
neurological sequelae or loss of consciousness; and (4) met DSM-IV criteria for
mental retardation (mild or greater in severity). In addition, control participants
were excluded if they had a lifetime history of any Axis I psychiatric disorder and
or a first-degree relative with a psychotic disorder. Further, participants in the
schizophrenia sibling and control sibling groups were excluded if they had a
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lifetime history of Axis I psychotic disorders (including bipolar disorder) or current
major depression, but not other Axis I disorders.
The schizophrenia group had significantly more male participants than
female participants [ 2(1) = 17.33, p < .0001], while the control sibling group had
significantly more female participants [ 2(1) = 8.82, p < .01]; the Yates Correction
was applied to both calculations of

2

. The control and control sibling groups had

significantly more Caucasian subjects [ 2(6) = 12.3, p < .05] than did the
schizophrenia and schizophrenia sibling groups. Control and control sibling
participants had more years of education than schizophrenia participants, but not
more education than the schizophrenia sibling participants (F3,137 = 4.6, p < .01).
The groups did not differ significantly on age (F3,137 = 0.9, p = .45) or parental
socioeconomic status (F3,137 = 0.8, p = .48). We did not control for education in
any analysis, since cognitive disturbances associated with the risk for developing
schizophrenia may impair educational achievement. A brief summary of our
subject data can be found below (Table 1).
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Table 1: Summary of Conte Center Subject Demographic Data

Controls Control Sibs Schizophrenia Schizophrenia Total
Subjects
Sibs
African
American

9

11

17

12

49

Caucasian

38

39

22

21

120

Total

47

50

39

33

169

Gender
(M/F)

26/21

14/36

33/6

15/18

Age Range

14- 27

15 - 27

17 - 31

14 - 28

Age Mean

21.1

20.4

22.5

22.1
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4.

Memory Performance in Schizophrenia:
Several studies have shown that schizophrenia subjects and their first

degree relatives show deficits in episodic memory performance (meta-analysis
Sitskoorn et al., 2004; Delawalla et al., 2006). This kind of memory is defined
quite expectedly as the memory of specific episodes of experience, experiences
that are characterized by their relationship to time and space (Wheeler et al.,
1997; Tulving et al., 2001). This memory is not simply the recall of an individual
item, but also the recall of the circumstances under which that item was
experienced.
The tasks used in this study are thought to measure episodic memory,
and consist of Logical Memory I (WMS-III), Family Pictures I (WMS-III), and the
CVLT. The CVLT and Logical Memory tasks are thought to measure verbal
memory and the Family Pictures task is thought to assess visual-spatial memory.
In the CVLT, subjects heard a list of sixteen words over five immediaterecall trials. The list consisted of words from four different categories; four words
per category. Adjacent words were not from the same category, so high levels of
recall would suggest usage of semantic clustering strategies (Delis et al., 1988).
The measure of the CVLT used in this study was the total number of words
recalled over all five trials. The other test of verbal memory we used was the
Logical Memory task. Logical Memory however, is a test of story memory. In this
task, our subjects were asked to retell two stories they had just heard. In
contrast, Family Pictures is thought to be a test of visual memory. In this task,
our subjects were asked to recall the details of scenes depicted in family
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photographs they were shown. Such details included who was in the scene,
what they were doing and where they were located.
Because subjects need to recall related words that were consecutively
presented, therefore remembering the temporal and semantic relationships of the
words to one another, the CVLT serves as a measure of episodic memory.
Similarly, Logical Memory requires subjects to retell a story, and thus, recall its
elements in sequential order, thereby also measuring episodic memory. The
visual-spatial aspect of episodic memory can be addressed by Family pictures
because in this task participants are asked to recall the locations of individuals
and things seen in presented photographs, thus showing an awareness of the
spatial relationships between items and people in the photographs. As indicated
above, these tasks each measure different aspects of episodic memory. In order
to determine how our schizophrenia subjects and their siblings compared to
healthy controls and their siblings in overall episodic memory performance, we
grouped performance on these tasks together to create a single Episodic
Memory Domain score for each of our subjects. Below, I will describe how this
was accomplished.
Since the domain score was a measure of overall episodic memory
performance that would be sensitive to disruption anywhere in the MTL, in order
to determine how MTL structure related to episodic memory performance, I
examined all of our structural measures against the domain score in each of our
four groups. The findings from these analyses will be discussed in a future
chapter.
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In order to evaluate group differences in overall episodic memory
performance, I used a mixed model analysis, keeping group and gender as fixed
effects. We chose this form of analysis over a simple ANCOVA or GLM analyses
because, unlike those methods, the mixed model approach accounts for siblingrelated covariance across observations.
My a priori fixed contrasts were between schizophrenia subjects and
controls, schizophrenia subjects and control siblings, schizophrenia siblings and
controls, schizophrenia siblings and control siblings, and both sibling groups
against their respective comparison groups (i.e., schizophrenia subjects versus
schizophrenia siblings, controls versus control siblings).
My analysis of our data (Table 2) revealed a significant effect of group on
memory performance (F3, 64 = 19.41, p < 0.0001).

Table 2:: Episodic Memory Domain Data by Group. Least Squares Mean values are average zscores for each group.

Group

Schizophrenia
Subjects
n = 37

Schizophrenia
Siblings
n = 33

Controls
n = 47

Control
Siblings
n = 48

Mean
(SE)

- 0.80
(0.14)

0.04
(0.09)

0.41
(0.09)

0.36
(0.09)

Schizophrenia subjects performed significantly worse than controls and
control siblings (p < 0.0001) and performed worse than their own siblings (p <
0.0001). Also, schizophrenia siblings performed worse than controls and control
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siblings (p < 0.05 in both cases) (Table 3). In summary, schizophrenia siblings
performed at an intermediate level between their affected siblings and the two
control groups. A subset of these findings has been previously published
(Delawalla et al., 2006).

Table 3: Least Square Means (LSM) comparison of Groups for Episodic Memory Performance. P
values to test Null Hypothesis: LSM (i) = LSM (j)

i/j

Schizophrenia
Sibling

Control

Control
Sibling

Schizophrenia
Subject

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

0.02

0.04

Schizophrenia
Sibling
Control

0.63

Our findings support those of other studies showing memory deficits in
schizophrenia subjects and their siblings (Sitskoorn et al., 2004; Delawalla et al.,
2006). These results also suggest the involvement of genetic factors associated
with schizophrenia in mediating memory performance. Thus, the results of my
analysis of memory performance in schizophrenia and schizophrenia siblings as
compared to control and control siblings supported my first hypothesis of this
dissertation: Both schizophrenia subjects and their first-degree relatives who
share approximately half of their genes (unaffected siblings) will have deficits in
memory performance compared to control subjects and their siblings.
In the following chapters, we will explore if the neural substrates of
episodic memory are affected by schizophrenia and the risk for schizophrenia,
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and how our measures of these brain regions relate to memory performance in
each of our four groups of subjects.
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5.

Hippocampus in Schizophrenia
The first structure of the MTL that we will explore is the hippocampus.

There are a number of studies showing structural abnormalities of this region in
schizophrenia subjects (Nelson et al., 1998 (meta-analysis); Whitworth et al.,
1998; Velakoulis et al., 1999; Gur et al., 2000; Seidman et al., 2002; Tepest et
al., 2003; Sim et al., 2006). There is also considerable evidence from both
human and animal studies to infer that the hippocampus is a neural substrate for
memory.
All MR scans were collected on the same Magnetom SP-4000 1.5-Tesla
Siemens imaging system with a standard head coil using a turbo-FLASH
sequence that acquired three-dimensional datasets with 1mm3 isotropic voxels
across the entire cranium (Venkatesan and Haacke, 1997). MR datasets were
reformatted using AnalyzeTM software (Analyze-AVW, 2004), and signed 16-bit
MR datasets were compressed to unsigned 8-bit MR datasets by linearly
rescaling voxel intensities such that voxels with intensity levels at two standard
deviations above the mean of white matter (corpus callosum) were mapped to
255, and voxels with intensity levels at two standard deviations below the mean
of CSF (lateral ventricle) were mapped to 0. The white matter and CSF means
and standard deviations were obtained by sampling voxels from these respective
regions. Further details related to the methods for image preprocessing can be
found in prior publications from our research group (Csernansky, et al. 2004).
Prior to hippocampal mapping, landmarks were placed in all MR scans at
the anterior, posterior, superior, inferior, and lateral brain boundaries and at
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points where the anterior and posterior commissures intersected the midsagittal
plane (Haller, et al., 1997) (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Global landmarking of the whole brain with anterior, posterior, superior, inferior and
lateral (left and right) brain boundaries defined after having set the anterior and posterior
commisure. (Wang et al., 2005)

Points at the anterior and posterior boundaries of the hippocampus were
demarcated, defining an anterior/posterior axis. The hippocampus was manually
outlined in the template MR scan using atlas guidelines (Duvernoy, 1998; Mai et
al., 1997). Briefly, the hippocampus as we defined it included the cornu ammonis
(CA), the dentate gyrus and the subiculum. It extended anteriorly from the point
where the gray matter of the structure was first adjacent to the trigone of the
lateral ventricle up through the temporal horn. The hippocampus was evident in
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five equally distanced slices along an anterior-to-posterior axis; four landmarks,
(superior, lateral, inferior, medial) surrounding the hippocampus, were placed in
each slice (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Head and Tail of hippocampus set new axis (Oblique view) through which five
equidistant, perpendicular slices are generated to landmark. Bottom right green image shows
surface of hippocampus oriented anterior to posterior with head and tail

T
Slice
Slice

Slice

Slice

Slice
H

The template for the human hippocampus was generated by using an MR
scan collected from another healthy comparison subject that was not otherwise
included in the analysis.
Transformation of the template onto the target MR scans occurred in two
steps (see Miller et al., 1997 for details). First, the MR scan designated as the
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template was coarsely aligned to each target scan using the previously placed
landmarks. Second, a high-dimensional transformation was applied to achieve an
optimal voxel-by-voxel match. During the transformation, the movement and
deformation of voxels in the template MR scan were constrained by assigning
them the physical properties of a fluid. The reliability of this process, including
landmark placement and both steps of the template transformation, was found to
be equivalent (interclass correlation coefficient = 0.86) to manual outlining by
experts for defining the neuroanatomical boundaries of the hippocampus (Haller
et al., 1997).
To quantify hippocampal volume, a triangulated graph was superimposed
onto the surface of the hippocampus within the template MR scan; this graphical
surface was then carried along as the template was transformed onto the target
scans. When the transformations were completed, surfaces were generated for
the hippocampus in all of the target scans (Csernansky et al., 2004, Joshi, Miller,
and Grenander, 1997). Left and right hippocampal volumes in the target scans
were determined by calculating the volumes enclosed by these transformed
surfaces. These methods for hippocampal assessment have been previously
developed and are reported in a prior publication (see Csernansky, et al. 2002).

Total cerebral volumes and thicknesses (excluding the brainstem and
cerebellum) had been previously derived through the use of FreeSurfer software.
Briefly, FreeSurfer was used to map and generate left and right pial surfaces and
gray-white surfaces. Gray matter volumes were computed as the volume
enclosed by these surfaces. A summary of this data is presented in Table 4.
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Table 4: Hippocampal Volume Data. Least Square Mean values are in cubic millimeters.

Group

Schizophrenia Schizophrenia
Controls
Subjects
Siblings
n = 46
n = 36
n = 31

Control
Siblings
n = 49

Mean
(SE)

5017
(95)

5349
(580)

5327
(97)

5347
(80)

To analyze this data, I again used a mixed model approach. In the first
round of this analysis, the fixed effects were condition, gender, hemisphere and
condition by hemisphere interactions. In the second round, I included a measure
of whole brain volume as a fixed effect. Again, like in my episodic memory
model, this model accounted for sibling covariance. Additionally, in the models
for my structural measures, hemisphere covariance was also accounted for.
We found a significant group effect on hippocampal volume (F3, 157 = 2.98,
p < 0.03). This effect seemed to be driven by the difference of the schizophrenia
group from the three other groups (Table 5).
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Table 5: Least Square Means (LSM) comparison of groups for hippocampal volume. P values to test
Null Hypothesis: LSM (i) = LSM (j)

i/j

Schizophrenia
Subject

Schizophrenia Control
Sibling
0.03

Schizophrenia
Sibling
Control

Control
Sibling

< 0.01

0.01

0.87

0.86

0.99

The observed group effect lost significance when including whole brain
volume as a fixed effect in the model (F3, 157 = 1.13, p = 0.39). This finding
suggests that although hippocampal size might be abnormal in schizophrenia
subjects, there are likely to be additional brain regions in schizophrenia subjects
also showing similar structural abnormalities. These results do however support,
in part, my hypothesis concerning my expected MTL structural findings:
schizophrenia subjects will have smaller measures of MTL structure compared to
control subjects. I had however expected to find similar results in the siblings of
schizophrenia subjects as well.
In Chapter 7, we will explore whether the abnormality of the hippocampus
we have observed here in schizophrenia subjects is functionally meaningful in
terms of episodic memory performance, and whether a subtle structural
difference exists in the siblings of schizophrenia subjects compared to the two
control groups that though unobservable by these methods, may still prove to be
functionally meaningful as well.
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6.

PHG in Schizophrenia
We next examine the effect of schizophrenia and the familial risk for

schizophrenia on the PHG and its substructures: the ERC, PRC and PHC. Each of
these structures shares rich connectivity with various unimodal and polymodal cortical
areas (Aggleton and Brown, 1999; Suzuki, 1996; Suzuki and Amaral, 1994;

Aggleton and Brown, 2005). Additionally, each of these structures is also thought to
be a neural substrate for memory (Suzuki et al. 1993; Zola Morgan et al. 1993;

Alvarez et al. 1995; Buffalo et al., 1998; Malkova and Mishkin 2003).
The preprocessing of MR scans for segmenting the PHG was already done in
order to prepare the images for hippocampal mapping, and was described in Chapter 5
of this dissertation. However, unlike the hippocampus, which was treated as a solid gray
matter structure of measurable volume, the PHG was treated as a “carpet” of gray
matter of measurable volume and thickness. The following methods for assessment of
the PHG and its sub-regions were developed specifically for this project. Specifically,
these methods were designed to quantify the gray matter volume and thickness of this
region.
To quantify the gray matter volume and thickness of the PHG and its component
subregions, the following method was developed.
First, in a template scan, a 3D region of interest (ROI) subvolume encompassing
the entire PHG in the left and right hemispheres was outlined using Analyze™. This ROI
was more readily viewed in coronal sections. In each section, an enclosure consisting of
the gray matter of the PHG and its neighboring gray matter (GM), white matter (WM),
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was drawn by hand. Using the global landmarks already
present from processing of the hippocampus, the template ROI was registered to each
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of our subjects. In order to do this for all of the scans, we calculated an atlas scaling
factor that represented the amount of expansion or contraction necessary to align the
target scans with Talairach atlas space.
Bayesian segmentation via Brainworks™ was then used to classify the
subvolume tissue within the PHG ROI as CSF, GM and WM by fitting the ROI histogram
with Gaussian curves representing each tissue type. The threshold between gray matter
and white matter was used to generate an isosurface, which represented the interface
between the gray matter and white matter in the PHG ROI.

In almost all cases, the isosurface that was generated was not continuous;
i.e., gaps were evident in it (Figure 4). To fill in these gaps, we used Analyze™
to raise the intensity of the portion of surface that had been left out. I set it at a
value that we were certain would be considered white matter. This process
involved slice-by-slice editing of approximately 100 slices per subject. I then
used this edited image to regenerate the isosurface within the PHG ROI.
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Figure 4: PHG ROI gray-white surface before (A) and after (B) Analyze™ editing.

A

B
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Having regenerated the isosurface within the ROI subvolume, I then
extracted the subsurface that corresponded more exactly to the PHG. The first
step of this process involved using Brainworks™ to draw a path across the larger
ROI to cut out the PHG. I defined the boundaries of this subsurface as follows:
The anterior-most boundary was the temporal pole, the posterior-most boundary
was the calcarine sulcus, the medial-most boundary was the very edge of the
ROI, and the lateral-most boundary was the Collateral Sulcus. Once I had
delineated the path enclosing the PHG (Figure 5a), I made the cut (Figure 5b)
and hid the remaining non-PHG surface (Figure 5c). I then proceeded to extract
the PHG surface from the hidden ROI in the image. I performed a reliability
analysis where the PHG surfaces of ten subjects were re-cut, and compared the
surface areas of the re-cut surfaces to the original surfaces. The interclass
correlation coefficient for this procedure was 0.93.
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Figure 5: PHG gray-white surface cutting. A: Delineating the path of cut, Calcarine Sulcus, depth of
Collateral Sulcus, Temporal Pole mark boundaries of PHG surface. B: The cut made by the path,
Red is PHG surface, while blue is

A

B

C
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Once the PHG surface had been defined, I used an automated procedure
that used the isosurface within the PHG proper to generate binary images of
PHG structure. However, in all of the study subjects, the PHG boundaries bled
into other structures (Figure 6). I once more used Analyze™ for manual editing,
in this case, to correct these errors.

Figure 6: PHG binary images before (A) and after (B)
editing. In pre-edited figure, PHG is seen to bleed into
cerebellum and CSF.

A

B
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The boundaries of the PHG were delineated with the help of MH Gado,
MD, and J Price, PhD, and using the anatomical descriptions by Duvernoy(1991)
and Mai (1997).
The anterior boundary of the PHG was set at the temporal pole (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Temporal Pole was set as the anterior-most boundary of the PHG.
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In the section through the body of hippocampus, the medial limit of the
PHG was the parasubiculum (Figure 8). The collateral sulcus formed the lateral
limit of the PHG (Figure 8).
Figure 8: The medial and lateral boundaries of the PHG.

Hippocampus
Parasubiculum/Uncus
Collateral Sulcus

The most posterior boundary of the PHG was where the interior of the
occipital gyrus went from being corrugated (Figure 9a) to becoming a single
smooth curve (Figure 9b), below the cingulate gyrus, extending until the anterior
calcarine sulcus (Slide 55, pg. 239, Mai, 1997). This definition included some
portion of the occipital gyrus within the posterior PHG. However, the posterior
boundary as defined was the most reliably visible anatomical endpoint across our
subjects at the resolution of the available scans.
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Figure 9: The posterior boundary of the PHG begins when the interior of the
occipital gyrus goes from being branched (A), to being a smooth (B).

A

Anterior
Calcarine Sulcus

Corrugated
B

Anterior
Calcarine Sulcus

Smooth
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I then parcelated the PHG surface into two subregions, the anterior portion
made up of the ERC and the PRC, and the posterior portion consisting of the
PHC. The anterior boundary of the PHC with the other two structures was where
the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus appeared. In fact, this landmark
was used to define the coronal cutting plane that cut the PHG into the aforementioned sub-regions (Figure 10). For this step, the interclass class correlation
coefficient = 0.99.

Figure 10: Moving from anterior to posterior in the coronal view, PHC begins where the anteriormost portion of LGN appears.

LGN

PHC

In the coronal view, the ERC boundary extended from the most medial, exposed
tip of the PHG (below the Subiculum) to the trough of the exposed region of the
gyrus (Figure 11). Since scan quality is often variable across subjects, the
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cytoarchitectural boundary between ERC and PRC cannot always be visualized.
Therefore, I defined the limit of ERC at the point where the cortex turned from
exposed to buried (i.e., instead of going half way into the buried part). By being
conservative in this way, I was able to include most of the ERC as defined by
histology (Mai, 1997), while still using a consistent and clearly identifiable
boundary. Regarding cutting of the ERC surface, the interclass correlation
coefficient obtained for the cut and re-cut (n=10) was 0.96.
The PRC was adjacent to the most lateral part of the ERC and extended
to the most interior part of the collateral sulcus (Figure 11). My definition of the
PRC included BA 35 and completely excluded BA 36 within the PRC. My
reasons for defining the PRC as such were three-fold: First, the collateral sulcus
provided a relatively consistent boundary across subjects. Second, by being
conservative in this way, my measurements were restricted to the PHG, thereby
excluding the medial portion of the fusiform gyrus. And third, since both regions
receive input from the same visual processing areas and then both project to
both the ERC and the hippocampus, there was good reason to think that if there
was to be a disease effect on this structure, both regions would be uniformly
affected. Regarding the cutting of the PRC surface, the interclass correlation
coefficient obtained for the cut and re-cut (n=10) was 0.99.
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Figure 11: ERC extends medially to the Subiculum. The lateral boundary of the ERC is the point
where the cortex goes from being exposed to being buried. This is where PRC begins. The lateralmost boundary of the PRC is the depth of Collateral Sulc

Subiculum

PRC

ERC

Collateral Sulcus

For the analysis of the PHG structural measures, I again employed mixed
models, accounting for sibling-related covariance. Like those in my analysis of
hippocampal volume, the fixed effects in my first round of PHG models were
hemisphere, condition, hemisphere by condition interactions, and gender. The
analysis was repeated after inclusion of an appropriate whole brain covariate as
a fixed effect. For measures of volume, cerebral cortical volume was used. For
measures of thickness, overall cortical thickness was used.
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PHG:
Summaries of the PHG volume data (Table 6) and PHG thickness data
(Table 7) are presented below.

Table 6: Summary of PHG volume data: Least Square Mean values are in cubic millimeters.

Group
Mean
(SE)

Schizophrenia Schizophrenia
Subjects
Siblings
n = 39
n = 33
2938
(82)

2890
(83)

Controls
n = 47

Control
Siblings
n = 50

3183
(92)

3289
(91)

Table 7: Summary of PHG thickness data: Least Square Mean values are in millimeters.

Group
Mean
(SE)

Schizophrenia Schizophrenia
Subjects
Siblings
n = 39
n = 33
3.27
(0.04)

3.20
(0.04)

Controls
n = 47

Control
Siblings
n = 50

3.36
(0.05)

3.40
(0.04)

There was a significant group effect on the volume of the PHG (F3, 87 =
4.07, p < 0.01). The schizophrenia subjects and their siblings did not differ
significantly from each other, nor did the healthy controls and control siblings
differ. However the schizophrenia subjects and their siblings differed significantly
from the controls and their siblings (Table 8).
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Table 8: Least Square Means (LSM) comparison of groups for PHG volume. P values to test Null
Hypothesis: LSM (i) = LSM (j)

i/j

Schizophrenia
Subject

Schizophrenia Control
Sibling
0.67

Schizophrenia
Sibling
Control

Control
Sibling

0.05

< 0.01

0.02

0.002

0.34

When I included whole cortical volume as a fixed effect, the group effect
ceased to be significant (F3, 92 = 1.90, p = 0.14).
For whole PHG thickness, there was also a significant effect of group (F3,
86 =

4.23, p < 0.01). The schizophrenia group differed significantly from the

control sibling group (t = -2.20, p < 0.05) but not from the control group (t = 1.32,
p = 0.10), while the schizophrenia siblings differed from the control group (t = 2.71, p < 0.01) and the control sibling group (t = -3.42, p < 0.001) (Table 9).
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Table 9: Least Square Means (LSM) comparison of groups for PHG thickness. P values to test Null
Hypothesis: LSM (i) = LSM (j)

i/j

Schizophrenia
Subject

Schizophrenia Control Control
Sibling
Sibling
0.19

Schizophrenia
Sibling

0.10

0.03

< 0.01 < 0.001

Control

0.50

When overall cortical thickness was included as a fixed effect, the group
effect remained significant, F3, 86 = 3.25, p < 0.05. Schizophrenia subjects
differed at the trend level from control siblings (t = -1.68, p = 0.09), but
schizophrenia siblings differed significantly from both healthy controls (t = -2.53,
p = 0.01) and control siblings (t = -2.93, p < 0.01) (Table 10).
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Table 10: Least Square Means (LSM) comparison of groups for PHG thickness with whole cortical
thickness included as a fixed effect. P values to test Null Hypothesis: LSM (i) = LSM (j)

i/j

Schizophrenia
Subject

Schizophrenia Control Control
Sibling
Sibling
0.16

Schizophrenia
Sibling
Control

0.17

0.09

0.01

< 0.01

0.64

ERC:
Summaries of the ERC volume (Table 11) and thickness (Table 12) data are
presented below.

Table 11: Summary of ERC volume data: Least Square Mean values are in cubic millimeters.

Group
Mean
(SE)

Schizophrenia Schizophrenia
Subjects
Siblings
n = 39
n = 33
406
(23)

401
(19)

Controls
n = 47

Control
Siblings
n = 50

439
(21)

467
(24)

Table 12: Summary of ERC thickness data: Least Square Mean values are in millimeters.

Group
Mean
(SE)

Schizophrenia Schizophrenia
Subjects
Siblings
n = 39
n = 33
3.66
(0.07)

3.59
(0.07)
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Controls
n = 47

Control
Siblings
n = 50

3.74
(0.07)

3.78
(0.06)

There was no significant group effect on either ERC volume (F3, 90 = 1.74,
p = 0.16), or ERC thickness (F3, 78 = 1.44, p = 0.24). After including cortical
volume or thickness, respectively, as a fixed effect, the group effect remained
non-significant.

PRC:
Summaries of the PRC volume (Table 13) and thickness (Table 14) data
are presented below.

Table 13: Summary of PRC volume data: Least Square Mean values are in cubic millimeters.

Group
Mean
(SE)

Schizophrenia Schizophrenia
Subjects
Siblings
n = 39
n = 33
635
(40)

604
(39)

Controls
n = 47

Control
Siblings
n = 50

626
(33)

667
(38)

Table 14: Summary of PRC thickness data: Least Square Mean values are in millimeters.

Group
Mean
(SE)

Schizophrenia Schizophrenia
Subjects
Siblings
n = 39
n = 33
3.66
(0.06)

3.53
(0.05)

Controls
n = 47

Control
Siblings
n = 50

3.75
(0.06)

3.76
(0.07)

The effect of group on the volume of the PRC was not significant (F3, 93 =
0.51, p = 0.67) with or without whole cortical volume as a fixed effect. However,
there was a significant effect (F3, 89 = 3.34, p < 0.05) of group on the thickness of
the PRC (Table 15). The effect appeared to be due to the difference between
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the schizophrenia sibling group and the controls and their siblings. There was a
significant difference (p < 0.01) between the schizophrenia siblings and both, the
healthy controls (t = -2.64) and, the control siblings (t = -2.70).

Table 15: Least Square Means (LSM) comparison of groups for PRC thickness. P values to test Null
Hypothesis: LSM (i) = LSM (j)

i/j

Schizophrenia
Subject
Schizophrenia
Sibling

Schizophrenia Control Control
Sibling
Sibling
0.12

0.34

0.30

< 0.01

< 0.01

Control

0.86

The results remained significant (F3, 91 = 3.15, p < 0.05) after covarying for
whole cortical thickness (Table 16). There was a significant difference between
the schizophrenia siblings and the healthy controls and their siblings (t = -2.61, p
= 0.01 and t = -2.60, p = 0.01, respectively).
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Table 16: Least Square Means (LSM) comparison of groups for PRC thickness with whole cortical
thickness included as a fixed effect. P values to test Null Hypothesis: LSM (i) = LSM (j)

i/j

Schizophrenia
Subject

Schizophrenia Control Control
Sibling
Sibling
0.13

Schizophrenia
Sibling
Control

0.34

0.32

0.01

0.01

0.86

PHC:
Summaries of the PHC volume (Table 17) and thickness (Table 18) data
are presented below.

Table 17: Summary of PHC volume data: Least Square Mean values are in cubic millimeters.

Group
Mean
(SE)

Schizophrenia Schizophrenia
Subjects
Siblings
n = 39
n = 33
1953
(53)

1888
(55)
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Controls
n = 47

Control
Siblings
n = 50

2107
(61)

2123
(56)

Table 18: Summary of PHC volume data: Least Square Mean values are in millimeters.

Group
Mean
(SE)

Schizophrenia Schizophrenia
Subjects
Siblings
n = 39
n = 33
3.02
(0.04)

2.97
(0.04)

Controls
n = 47

Control
Siblings
n = 50

3.10
(0.04)

3.14
(0.04)

The effect of group on the gray matter volume of the PHC was significant
(F3, 88 = 3.62, p < 0.05) (Table 19). Schizophrenia subjects and healthy controls
differed only at the trend level (t = -1.90, p = 0.06), while schizophrenia subjects
differed from control siblings (t = -2.10, p <0.05). The schizophrenia siblings also
differed significantly from both the healthy controls (t = -2.65, p < 0.01) and their
siblings (t = -3.02, p < 0.01). However, when whole cortical volume was added
as a covariate, the group effect was no longer significant.

Table 19: Least Square Means (LSM) comparison of groups for PHC volume. P values to test Null
Hypothesis: LSM (i) = LSM (j)

i/j

Schizophrenia
Subject

Schizophrenia Control Control
Sibling
Sibling
0.36

Schizophrenia
Sibling
Control

0.06

0.04

< 0.01

0.003

0.83

The effect of group on the thickness of the PHC was also significant (F3, 87
= 2.92, p < 0.05) (Table 20). In the full sample, the schizophrenia siblings
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differed significantly from both the healthy controls (t = -2.30, p < 0.05) and their
siblings (t = -2.89, p < 0.01). However, these results were not significant after
covarying for overall cortical thickness.

Table 20: Least Square Means (LSM) comparison of groups for PHC thickness. P values to test Null
Hypothesis: LSM (i) = LSM (j)

i/j

Schizophrenia
Subject

Schizophrenia Control Control
Sibling
Sibling
0.24

Schizophrenia
Sibling
Control

0.16

0.06

0.02

< 0.01

0.51
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PHG Findings:
To summarize, a group effect was observed on several measures of PHG
structure (Table 21).

Table 21: Measures with a significant effect of schizophrenia or risk for schizophrenia. Mixed
Model Accounting for Sibling and Hemisphere Covariance; Fixed effect: Hemisphere, Group,
Hemisphere by Group Interaction, and Gender, N = 169. *Appropriate

Structure

PHG

PRC
PHC

NF/DF

Volume

3, 87

Thickness

3, 86

F Value p Value Schizophrenia Schizophrenia
Subjectsa
Siblingsa
4.07
< 0.01


4.23
< 0.01



Thickness*

3, 86

3.25

0.03

Thickness

3, 89

3.34

0.03



Thickness*

3, 91

3.15

0.03



Volume

3, 88

3.62

0.02





Thickness

3, 87

2.92

0.04









We observed that schizophrenia subjects had smaller values on several
measures of PHG structure. Furthermore, our schizophrenia siblings also showed
abnormalities of the same structures as their affected siblings, in addition to
abnormalities in other PHG structures as compared to our two control groups. This data
therefore supports my second hypothesis for this dissertation: Both schizophrenia

subjects and their unaffected siblings will have smaller measures of MTL
structure compared to control subjects and their siblings. There is however, an
unexpected aspect to these results in that our unaffected siblings of
schizophrenia subjects appear to show more severe structural abnormalities than
our schizophrenia subjects themselves.
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There are a number of potential explanations for this finding which I will
outline in future chapters.
In the next chapter, however, I will explore the relationships between my
PHG structural measures and memory.
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7.

MTL Structure and Episodic Memory Performance
The involvement of the MTL structures in memory has been fairly well

established as a result of both human and animal lesion studies. There is also
substantial evidence to suggest that certain disease processes, such as
Alzheimer’s disease, are associated with memory deficits that are thought to be
caused by disease specific effects on MTL structure. Schizophrenia, a disorder
likely caused by both genetic and environmental factors, is also associated with
memory deficits and possible abnormalities of MTL structure.
In this study, we sought to determine if our schizophrenia subjects and
their unaffected siblings had deficits in memory performance and abnormalities in
MTL structure compared to healthy controls and their siblings. As described in
the previous three chapters, we found that our schizophrenia subjects and our
subjects at familial risk for schizophrenia both had deficits in overall episodic
memory performance compared to our two control groups. We also observed
that these subjects had smaller measures of MTL structure compared to our two
control groups.
Because schizophrenia is characterized by deficits in memory
performance and because we have found both deficits in memory performance,
and abnormalities in MTL structure in these subjects, we hoped to determine in
this study if these differences in MTL structure between our two experimental
groups (schizophrenia subjects and those at familial risk for schizophrenia) and
our two control groups (healthy controls and their siblings) were related to
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variation in episodic memory performance. If so, this would suggest that the
group differences in MTL structure were functionally meaningful.
Our global episodic memory domain score is a composite measure of
performance on each of our tasks combined. The memory tasks we utilized
measure multiple aspects of episodic memory: Logical Memory and the CVLT
both measure verbal memory with Logical Memory requiring higher level
processing of story elements and their order, and the CVLT requiring the use of
intact semantic memory and categorization skills; Family Pictures is a measure of
visual-spatial memory and possibly semantic memory as well. Because our
global episodic memory domain score is a robust measure of different aspects of
episodic memory, it is also sensitive to damage anywhere in the MTL.
There are three hypotheses in the literature concerning the normative
relationship between MTL structure and memory performance (See Background
chapter for greater detail). The first states that a bigger structure is associated
with better memory and a smaller structure is associated with poorer memory in
healthy people regardless of other structural qualities. Numerous studies have
failed to find such a relationship in healthy control subjects, and the reasoning for
this hypothesis is based on evidence from studies of compromised MTL structure
due to factors such as seizures or Alzheimer’s disease. For these reasons, it is
unlikely that this hypothesis is likely to predict the relationship between brain
structure and memory performance in my control subjects and control siblings.
The second hypothesis concerning the relationship between MTL
structure and memory performance claims that a normally developed and
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structurally sound MTL formation will support memory performance regardless of
size. However, according to this hypothesis, the loss of tissue in the MTL due to
aging or disease will negatively impact memory performance.
The final hypothesis is based primarily on findings from children and
adolescents where larger hippocampal volume was associated with poorer
memory performance and smaller hippocampal volume was associated with
better memory performance. It is thought that tissue loss in the young
developing brains of these subjects is the result of loosing neurons, axonal
branches and synapses that do not support efficient brain function. However,
since most of the subjects in this study are too old to be experiencing
developmental pruning, this hypothesis was likely not to apply to my subjects.
In order to determine how MTL structure related to memory performance
in both health and disease, I performed a correlation analysis between each of
our measures of MTL structure and our measure of global episodic memory
performance in each of our four groups of subjects. I expected to find
relationships between our structural measures and memory performance in both
our schizophrenia subjects and our subjects at familial risk for schizophrenia (the
schizophrenia siblings), but not in our two control groups. Thus, my expectations
were most in keeping with the second of the above hypotheses concerning the
relationship between MTL structure and memory performance.
I expected such results because schizophrenia is caused by a
combination of genetic and environmental influences that lead the disorder to
manifest as a disorder with differing levels of cognitive dysfunction and
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abnormality in brain structures. Since our schizophrenia subjects show
abnormalities in MTL structure and memory performance, it is possible that the
variance found in these two potentially related measures is functionally
meaningful such that smaller volumes and/or thicknesses are associated with
poorer memory performance and larger volumes and/or thicknesses are
associated with better memory performance. Because control subjects show no
cognitive deficits, I would not expect to see the variation in their measures of
MTL structure to be functionally meaningful. As the two sibling groups share half
of the same genetic makeup of their respective siblings, I would expect that
schizophrenia subjects and schizophrenia siblings share similar structurefunction relationships, and that such a relationship would be nearly as difficult to
observe in control siblings as it is in control subjects themselves.
In my correlation analysis, I looked at left and right combined measures of
MTL structure. For volume, I looked at total volume for both the left and right
sides, and for thickness, I averaged the values for both hemispheres. Due to the
potential impact of gender on memory performance (Andreano and Cahill, 2009),
and because my schizophrenia group has significantly more males than females,
and my control sibling group has considerably more females than males, I have
included gender as a covariate in my analyses. I am reporting correlations of at
least moderate (Pearson’s r ≥ 0.35) size (Cohen, 1988) and p value < 0.05.
Below are my results:
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Control Subjects:
There were no significant correlations between MTL structure and
episodic memory performance in these subjects (Figures 12 - 20).

Figure 12: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PHG Volume in healthy control
subjects

Figure 13: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PHG Thickness in healthy
control subjects
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Figure 14: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total ERC Volume in healthy control
subjects

Figure 15: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average ERC Thickness in healthy
control subjects

Figure 16: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PRC Volume in healthy control
subjects
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Figure 17: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PRC Thickness in healthy
control subjects

Figure 18: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PHC Volume in healthy control
subjects

Figure 19: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PHC Thickness in healthy
control subjects
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Figure 20: Scatter plots of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total Hippocampal Volume in
healthy control subjects

Control Siblings:
There were no significant correlations between MTL structure and
episodic memory performance in these subjects (Figure 21 - 29).

Figure 21: Scatter plots of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PHG Volume in control
siblings
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Figure 22: Scatter plots of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PHG Thickness in control
siblings

Figure 23: Scatter plots of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total ERC Volume in control
siblings

Figure 24: Scatter plots of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average ERC Thickness in control
siblings
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Figure 25: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PRC Volume in control siblings

Figure 26: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PRC Thickness in control
siblings

Figure 27: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PHC Volume in control siblings
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Figure 28: Scatter plots of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PHC Thickness in control
siblings

Figure 29: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total Hippocampal Volume in
control siblings
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Schizophrenia Subjects:
There were no significant correlations between MTL structure and
episodic memory performance in these subjects (Figure 21 - 29).

Figure 30: Scatter plots of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PHG Volume in schizophrenia
subjects

Figure 31: Scatter plots of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PHG Thickness in
schizophrenia subjects
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Figure 32: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total ERC Volume in schizophrenia
subjects

Figure 33: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average ERC Thickness in
schizophrenia subjects

Figure 34: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PRC Volume in schizophrenia
subjects
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Figure 35: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PRC Thickness in
schizophrenia subjects

Figure 36: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PHC Volume in schizophrenia
subjects

Figure 37: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PHC Thickness in
schizophrenia subjects
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Figure 38: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total Hippocampal Volume in
schizophrenia subjects

Schizophrenia Siblings:
Several of my correlations (Figures 39 – 47) between measures of MTL
structure and episodic memory performance in our schizophrenia siblings
appeared to be moderately strong. These included average PHG thickness (r =
0.37, p = 0.04) (Figure 40), the average PHC thickness (r = 0.40, p = 0.03)
(Figure 46), and total hippocampal volume (r = 0.47, p < 0.02) (Figure 47).

Figure 39: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by Total PHG Volume in schizophrenia
siblings
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Figure 40: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PHG Thickness (r = 0.37, p
= 0.04) in schizophrenia siblings

Figure 41: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by Total ERC Volume in schizophrenia
siblings

Figure 42: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average ERC Thickness in
schizophrenia siblings
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Figure 43: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PRC Volume in schizophrenia
siblings

Figure 44: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PRC Thickness in
schizophrenia siblings

Figure 45: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total PHC Volume in schizophrenia
siblings
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Figure 46: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by average PHC Thickness (r = 0.40, p
= 0.03) in schizophrenia siblings

Figure 47: Scatter plot of Episodic Memory Domain z-scores by total Hippocampal Volume (r = 0.47,
p < 0.01) in schizophrenia siblings

Significance of Findings:
The findings from these analyses support my hypothesis that a
relationship between MTL structure and memory performance would be
unobservable in control subjects and their siblings. Although, the results
obtained from the schizophrenia sibling sample would not survive corrections for
multiple comparisons, I did find three moderate correlations between MTL
structure and memory performance in my schizophrenia siblings subjects (Table
22).
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Table 22: Summary of Significant Correlations of MTL structural measures with Episodic Memory
domain in Schizophrenia Siblings

Structural
Measure
PHG Thickness
PHC Thickness
Hippocampal
Volume

r value, p value
r = 0.37, p = 0.04
r = 0.40, p = 0.03
r = 0.47, p < 0.01

I performed a post-hoc Fisher’s z-score transformation in order to
compare the correlation coefficients from the schizophrenia sibling group to those
for the same structural measures in each of the other three groups. Although not
significant, a trend-level difference between the standardized schizophrenia
sibling correlation coefficient for PHC thickness and the standardized control
sibling correlation coefficient was found (Table 23).
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Table 23: Summary of Fisher’s z-score transformation analysis comparing standardized correlation
coefficients from structural measures by memory performance across groups

Structural
Measure

Group compared to
Schizophrenia Siblings

Standard
Error

z score, p value

Controls

0.24

z = 1.46, p = 0.14

Control Siblings

0.24

z = 1.54, p = 0.12

Schizophrenia Subjects

0.26

z = 1.35, p = 0.18

Controls

0.24

z = 1.08, p = 0.28

Control Siblings

0.24

z = 1.88, p = 0.06

Schizophrenia Subjects

0.26

z = 1.05, p = 0.30

Control

0.24

z = 1.54, p = 0.12

Control Siblings

0.24

z = 1.18, p = 0.24

Schizophrenia Subjects

0.26

z = 1.10, p = 0.28

Average PHG
Thickness

Average PHC
Thickness

Total
Hippocampal
Volume

These results, combined with the original correlations, suggest the
possibility that familial risk for schizophrenia may affect the relationship between
MTL structure and memory performance such that memory deficits observed in
schizophrenia siblings may be the result of disruption of MTL structure, and
therefore, the abnormalities in MTL structure observed in these subjects could be
functionally meaningful.
However, it is important to note that because so many correlations (36)
were tested, none of the moderate correlations reported in the schizophrenia
siblings would survive correction for multiple comparisons. There was also no
significant difference between correlation coefficients across groups. Thus, the
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data provide some hints that the relationship between MTL structure and memory
performance may be stronger in the schizophrenia siblings compared to the other
groups, but not significantly so. At best, the results of my analyses provide weak
support for my hypothesis that I would find an observable, positive relationship
between MTL structure and memory performance in my schizophrenia sibling
subjects.
I was unable to provide evidence to support my hypothesis concerning the
relationship between MTL structure and memory performance in my
schizophrenia subjects. It is possible that pharmacological factors may have
affected the MTL structures of our schizophrenia subjects to the point of
obscuring the natural relationship between measures of this brain region and
memory performance in this group. Specifically, the higher incidence of prior
drug abuse observed in our schizophrenia subjects, and the use of antipsychotic
medications in this group may have influenced our ability to observe the
predicted correlations.
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8. Post Hoc Analysis of Antipsychotic Treatment and
MTL structure

As mentioned in the last chapter, one explanation for our findings
concerns the effects of antipsychotic medication, specifically, the effect of type of
antipsychotic medication, on MTL structure in our schizophrenia subjects. The
following three different groups have found an effect of antipsychotic drug
treatment on volume of gray matter schizophrenia subjects. Two of the three
studies (Dazzan et al., 2005 and Lieberman et al., 2005) indicate that treatment
with a typical antipsychotic is associated with significant reductions in gray matter
volumes. These reductions in gray matter volume were localized to particular
regions of the cerebral cortex, specifically to the temporal and parietal lobes.
Dazzan et al. (2005) studied subjects who had received a typical antipsychotic
treatment for approximately 2 weeks, and found significant reductions in gray
matter compared to subjects who had been drug-free for three weeks, or who
had received an atypical antipsychotic treatment for two weeks. Lieberman et al
(2005) found decreases in frontal gray matter volume associated with typical
antipsychotics as early as twelve weeks, with an even stronger effect after fiftytwo weeks. They found a similar effect of typical antipsychotic medication on the
volume of temporal lobe gray matter at twenty-four and fifty-two weeks. Finally,
Garver, et al. (2005), found that schizophrenia patients who received an atypical
antipsychotic drug showed a significant increase in cortical gray matter volume
after four weeks in comparison to patients who received a typical antipsychotic
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treatment and to healthy control subjects. Although none of the above studies
implicated the PHG as a specific target of the antipsychotic effect, all three were
studies of global brain structure, and may have lacked the resolution to observe
such an effect if there was one.
Because of the above studies, because my structural results suggested a
greater influence of familial risk for schizophrenia than schizophrenia itself on
PHG structure, and because treatment information had been collected from my
schizophrenia subjects, I chose to conduct an exploratory post hoc analysis to
determine if I could observe any effects of type of antipsychotic on MTL structure
that would provide insight onto my results. Twenty-two of these subjects had
been treated with only atypical antipsychotic drugs. Of the eleven schizophrenia
subjects who had been treated with typical antipsychotic medications, only one
patient had been treated exclusively with typical antipsychotic medication. The
remainder of these subjects had been treated with a combination of typical and
atypical drugs. To test the effect of type of treatment on each of our structural
measures, I conducted partial correlation analyses where I assessed the
relationship between total duration of time on typical or atypical antipsychotic
drugs with each structural measure. I did this while controlling for duration of
illness at the time of the scan because MTL shrinkage is associated with duration
of illness in chronic schizophrenia subjects (Razi et al., 1999; Velakoulis et al.,
1999; Wang et al., 2008). Since my interest was only on whether antipsychotic
treatment type affected my measures of MTL structures over time, regardless of
the potential impact of treatment on whole brain measures, or my measures
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relative to whole brain measures, I did not include any whole brain covariates in
my analyses. Because I had no reason to believe that the antipsychotic
treatment effect acted differently depending upon gender, I also chose not to
include that as a covariate.
Seven measures of MTL structure were correlated at r ≥ |0.30| with
duration of time (in months) on typical antipsychotic medication, after controlling
for duration of illness (Table 24).
Table 24: Correlation Coefficients ≥ |0.30| for the relationship between Duration of time (in months)
on Typical Antipsychotics and MTL Structure

Structure (n = 11)

r=

p value

Left PRC Volume

0.69

0.03

Left PHC Thickness

- 0.47

Right PHG Volume

0.46

Right PHG Thickness

- 0.30

Right ERC Volume

0.51

Right PRC Volume

0.69

0.03

Right PHC Thickness

- 0.63

0.05

Of these seven measures, three were inversely correlated with duration of
typical antipsychotic treatments; that is, for these measures, longer durations of
treatment were associated with smaller volumes or thicknesses. In contrast, in
the group of subjects who had been treated with atypical antipsychotic drugs
only, there were seven positive associations between duration of treatment and
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MTL structure (Table 25); that is, longer duration of treatment with atypical drugs
was associated with larger volumes or thicknesses.
Table 25: Correlation Coefficients ≥ |0.30| for the relationship between Duration of time (in months)
on Atypical Antipsychotics and MTL Structure

Structure (n = 22)

r=

p value

Left PHG Volume

0.38

0.09

Left ERC Volume

0.72

0.0002

Left ERC Thickness

0.45

0.04

Left PHC Volume

0.30

Right ERC Volume

0.42

Right ERC Thickness

0.30

Right Hippocampal Volume

0.32

These results will be interpreted in the following chapter.
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0.05

9.

Discussion

Purpose and Aims:
The purpose of this dissertation was to explore the structure and function
of the brain in health and disease. Specifically, my goal was to determine if the
structure of the MTL in schizophrenia subjects and their siblings differed
significantly from the structure of the MTL in healthy control subjects and their
siblings. Since the MTL is a known neural substrate of memory and, since
schizophrenia subjects and those at familial risk for schizophrenia show deficits
in episodic memory, I was also interested in determining if structural variation of
the MTL in each of my four subject groups related to episodic memory
performance in that group.
This study has particular relevance for current attempts to improve our
understanding of schizophrenia because 1) episodic memory deficits are thought
to be fundamental to the disorder and responsible for substantial disability, 2)
abnormalities of MTL structure have been reported in subjects with
schizophrenia, and 3) there is ongoing work to improve episodic memory deficits
in patients with schizophrenia as a means of reducing the disability associated
with the illness.
My study was also based on the premise that each aspect of this
relationship could be influenced by a number of factors including genetics,
environmental insults and disease states. For these reasons, I chose
schizophrenia as a model disease because it is known to be influenced by
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genetic as well as environmental factors. I considered the siblings of the
schizophrenia subjects in this study to have special importance because they
have been shown to have many of the same cognitive and neurobiological
features as subjects with schizophrenia (Sitskoorn et al., 2004; Delawalla et al.,
2006), although they are not affected by as many of the same confounding
factors, such as treatment with psychotropic drugs.
My aims for this project were the following:
1.

To collect cognitive data and high resolution MR scans in
groups of individuals with schizophrenia, healthy controls,
and their respective siblings.

2.

To extract a measure of episodic memory performance by
selecting measures from the cognitive testing that assessed
episodic memory.

3.

To make measurements of hippocampal volume and the
volume and thickness of the parahippocampal gyrus and its
subregions.

4.

Using a combined database of cognitive and structural data,
to examine the relationship between medial temporal lobe
structure and episodic memory performance in health and
disease.
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Episodic Memory Domain Findings:
Our episodic memory domain consisted of tasks that were chosen, not
only because of their sensitivity to cognitive deficits in schizophrenia subjects
(Hawkins, 1998; Weickert et al., 2000), but also because they measured several
different aspects of episodic memory, and would therefore be sensitive to
disruption anywhere in the MTL.
Both subjects with schizophrenia and, their unaffected siblings performed
significantly worse than healthy control subjects and their siblings. Also, of the
former two groups, the schizophrenia subjects performed significantly worse than
their unaffected siblings. These findings are in keeping with the literature on
cognitive deficits in patients with schizophrenia and their siblings. More
specifically, measures of cognitive deficits are increasingly being used as
endophenotypes of schizophrenia (Cannon et al., 2000; Gur et al., 2007; Braff et
al., 2007). Such measures have been helpful in improving our understanding of
this disease with varying phenotypes determined by a combination of diseasespecific genetic dosing and environmental insults (Marenco and Weinberger,
2000; Tsuang et al., 2001; Harrison and Weinberger, 2005).
By showing that our schizophrenia subjects performed significantly worse
on tasks of episodic memory performance than our two control groups, and that
our schizophrenia siblings show similar but attenuated deficits in memory
performance, my results have replicated the findings of others who have shown
similar results (Cannon et al., 2000). My findings are also consistent with the
hypothesis that the cognitive deficits associated with schizophrenia may be
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caused, at least in part, by genetic influences, though shared environmental
factors could also account for these results.

Hippocampal Volume Findings:
My results related to the hippocampus were generally consistent with the
prior work in our Center, and with the work of others, who have also found
schizophrenia subjects to have smaller volumes of this structure as compared to
healthy control subjects (Nelson et al., 1998; Sim et al., 2006). However, our
findings of the volume reductions appeared to be proportional to overall
decreases in brain volume, in that our schizophrenia subjects also have
significantly smaller whole brain volumes compared to control subjects, and that
their hippocampal reductions are proportionally similar to the reductions
elsewhere in the brain. Based on our prior findings (Wang et al., 2001;
Csernansky et al., 1998; Csernansky et al., 2002), it is likely that this result
reflects a change in specific sub-regions of the hippocampus, rather than a
uniform abnormality across the entire structure. Specifically, these studies,
which have failed to find significant differences in hippocampal volume between
schizophrenia subjects and control subjects after covarying for whole brain
volume, have found significant inward deformation in the head of the
hippocampus of schizophrenia subjects compared to healthy controls. Others
who have performed automated voxel-based morphometry analyses rather than
region of interest analyses, such as ours, have also found that schizophrenia
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subjects have smaller hippocampal volumes than healthy control subjects (metaanalysis, Honea et al., 2005).
It should be noted that although our schizophrenia subjects had
significantly smaller hippocampal volumes compared to both control groups and
the schizophrenia siblings, the schizophrenia siblings did not differ significantly
from the control subjects on this measure. This finding suggests that if there was
a hippocampal subregion-specific deformation in the hippocampus of our
siblings, its effect was too small for us to observe with our methods for evaluating
whole hippocampal volume. In another study of schizophrenia sibling pairs and
control subjects, with a different, and smaller sample of subjects, our lab has
indeed found that schizophrenia siblings show significant differences in
hippocampal volume compared to controls, and inward deformations in the head
of the hippocampus analogous to those observed in schizophrenia subjects
themselves (Tepest et al., 2003). Unlike our schizophrenia subjects and siblings,
the schizophrenia sibling pairs from this study had a known family history of
schizophrenia that may have strengthened the genetic predisposition in both the
schizophrenia and schizophrenia sibling groups to abnormalities of brain
structure. It is possible that had I looked at shape in our schizophrenia siblings,
we may have observed a similar phenomenon. However, our subjects are
entirely independent of the subjects from that earlier study, so it is possible that a
lack of a significant difference between the schizophrenia sibling subjects and
control subjects may simply imply that our findings reflect the effects of a
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disease-specific process on hippocampal structure that is independent of genetic
influences.
Several other studies examining the effect of schizophrenia on
hippocampal volume in siblings or other first-degree relatives of schizophrenia
subjects have been carried out. The results of these studies have often been
contradictory, and therefore difficult to cumulatively interpret. Some have shown
that first-degree relatives have smaller hippocampal volumes compared to
control subjects (Seidman et al., 1999; Baare et al., 2001; O’Driscoll et al., 2001;
Tepest et al., 2003; Van Erp et al., 2004), whereas others have found no
significant difference between the hippocampal volumes of first-degree relatives
of schizophrenia subjects and those of healthy controls (Staal et al., 2000; Narr
et al., 2002; Schultze et al., 2003; Van Haren et al., 2004; Wood et al., 2004).
Two of the studies listed above (Baare et al., 2001; Van Erp et al., 2004) where
schizophrenia siblings had smaller volumes compared to controls were studies of
monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins. The DZ twin pairs are most
analogous to our subjects since this kind of pair consists of the schizophrenia
subject, and the subject’s first-degree relative with whom 50% of the same genes
are shared, just as in our sibling pairs. In the case of the Baare et al. (2001)
study, although both sets of twin pairs (schizophrenia subjects and their
unaffected twin) were seen to have smaller hippocampal volumes compared to
control subjects, the group consisting of only the unaffected halves of the DZ
pairs, excluding the halves with schizophrenia, did not have smaller hippocampal
volumes. In contrast, in the Van Erp et al. (2004) study, regardless of zygosity,
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the unaffected twins of schizophrenia subjects had smaller hippocampal volumes
compared to control subjects. However, even though dizygotic twins share only
half of the same genes, they may also share similar environmental conditions
during birth. Negative perinatal conditions have been found to be associated
with an elevated risk for schizophrenia (Harrison and Weinberger, 2005), but
such conditions have also been found to be associated with smaller gray matter
volumes in dizygotic twins discordant for schizophrenia, but not in controls.
Similarly, in a study of discordant monozygotic twins, Mc Neil et al. (2000) found
that the twins affected by schizophrenia not only had smaller hippocampi than
the unaffected twins, but that the smaller volumes were significantly related to
labor-delivery complications. These studies suggest that although dizygotic twins
are genetically similar to full-sibling pairs such as ours, findings from studies
including them may not be entirely analogous to those from other studies of firstdegree relatives of schizophrenia subjects. Of the two remaining studies I have
cited, but not yet discussed where significantly smaller hippocampal volumes
compared to control subjects were observed in first-degree relatives of
schizophrenia subjects, the Seidman et al. (1999) study is the most dissimilar
from ours. Unlike us, they included several subjects with diagnoses for bipolar
disorder in their group of first-degree relatives of schizophrenia subjects. Given
that bipolar disorder (Blumberg et al., 2003) has been associated with reductions
in hippocampal volumes, it is difficult to conclude from their findings that the
smaller volumes they observed in this group were due to familial risk for
schizophrenia. Finally, O’Driscoll et al. (2001) found significantly smaller anterior
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hippocampal volumes in the first-degree relatives of schizophrenia subjects than
in controls. There was no difference between the two groups in measures of
posterior hippocampal volume. This is in keeping with the findings of Tepest et al
(2003) where inward deformations in the head of the hippocampus were
observed in both schizophrenia subjects and their unaffected siblings. Given the
localization of their finding in the hippocampus, it is possible that had the
O’Driscoll group examined the entire hippocampus, as I had, and as all of the
other groups listed above who found no significant difference between the
hippocampal volumes of first-degree relatives and control subjects, then they too
may not have found a significant difference.
The findings above suggest the following possibilities as to why although
we observed a significant effect of schizophrenia on hippocampal volume, unlike
others, we did not observe a significant difference between the volumes of the
hippocampus in our schizophrenia siblings compared to our controls: First, there
may be a minimal effect of genotype on hippocampal volume. Given that much
of the evidence for a genetic effect on hippocampal volume comes from twin
studies, and given that there is literature that suggests perinatal insults are
associated with both the development of schizophrenia, and structural
abnormalities of the hippocampus, it is possible that the findings from said twin
studies reflect less an effect of shared genes, and more an effect of shared
negative environment. It is also possible that some of the studies finding
abnormalities in hippocampal structure in siblings or other first-degree relatives of
schizophrenia subjects may have been observing the effect of other
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neuropsychiatric conditions on the hippocampus, and not the effects of a genetic
risk for schizophrenia. By excluding schizophrenia siblings who may have had
such disorders, we had a purer sample from which to observe how familial risk
for schizophrenia specifically affects hippocampal structure.
Alternatively, based on the findings of twin studies where unaffected
siblings of MZ twin pairs discordant for schizophrenia had smaller hippocampal
volumes than the analogous siblings of DZ twin pairs, and based on findings
which suggest greater hippocampal abnormality in unaffected siblings with a
higher genetic predisposition for schizophrenia than in siblings with no family
history of schizophrenia, it is possible that degree of genetic liability for
schizophrenia may affect hippocampal volume, such that the higher the liability,
the greater the abnormality. It is possible that several of our schizophrenia
siblings may not have had a strong family history for the disorder, and therefore,
may not have had enough of a schizophrenia-related genetic influence to affect
hippocampal structure. Another possibility based on the literature is that
schizophrenia schizophrenia’s effect on hippocampal structure is most
pronounced in the anterior region (Tepest et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2001;
Csernansky et al., 1998; Csernansky et al., 2002; Pegues et al., 2002; Narr et al.,
2003). Since siblings of schizophrenia subjects have larger hippocampi
compared to their affected siblings (meta-analysis, Boos et al., 2007), this effect
in the anterior of the hippocampus would likely be more pronounced in
schizophrenia subjects than it is in the siblings of schizophrenia subjects. By
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measuring the volume of the hippocampus as a whole, we may have masked the
more subtle abnormality of the anterior hippocampus in our sibling subjects.

PHG Findings:
My findings related to the measures of the whole PHG and of its subregions suggest that the genetic risk for developing schizophrenia is related to
abnormal structural development of this part of the MTL. Specifically, the whole
PHG and the PHC sub-region were most clearly altered in the subjects with
schizophrenia and their siblings – the former group having more attenuated
abnormalities. Given that the measures of the PHG remained significantly
different in my two experimental groups compared to my two control groups even
after including whole cortical thickness as a fixed effect suggests that the effects
of schizophrenia and familial risk for schizophrenia on this part of the MTL were
at least somewhat disproportionately greater than their effects on global brain
structure. Because the PHG is such a relatively thin structure, the majority of
which consists of the PHC, with only the small anterior portion split between the
ERC and PRC, it is not surprising that the most significant effect observed was in
the whole structure and its largest component, the PHC. The particularly small
size of the ERC may have rendered any effect due to schizophrenia or the risk
for schizophrenia especially difficult to visualize. One should note though that in
the somewhat larger PRC, we were able to observe a significant effect of familial
risk for schizophrenia on the thickness of the structure. It should also be noted
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that the PRC as we have defined it actually contains some tissue that is
considered part of the ERC. However, for the sake of consistency in our
anatomical measures, we used the lip of the collateral sulcus as the boundary
between the ERC and PRC. For this reason, we may have been unable to see
an effect of schizophrenia or risk for schizophrenia in the ERC. It is therefore
also possible that the significant result we did find in the PRC is due in part to the
small portion of the structure that includes ERC.
Comparing my findings on the substructures of the PHG to others who
have also used a region of interest approach is difficult because to the lack of
consistency in defining the whole PHG and its substructures. For example, Sim
et al., 2006, did not find an effect of schizophrenia on the subregions of the PHG,
but their methods for defining the structure differed from the methods I used; the
PHC was defined such that the posterior portion of it was not included. Since
this is the largest region of the PHG, and the subregion where we found the most
profound effect of schizophrenia, this exclusion might serve to explain the
difference between my findings and theirs. The only two other groups known to
have also examined the substructures of the PHG in subjects with schizophrenia
and healthy control subjects found a significant effect of the disease on volume
measures of these regions. Again, in the case of Turetsky et al., 2003, both the
ERC and PRC were defined very differently from me: the PRC, as they defined
it, included Brodmann’s Area (BA) 35 and 36. In contrast, I included only BA 35
as a true part of the PHG. BA 36, in my view, might be better considered part of
the fusiform gyrus. Turetsky et al., also included the piriform cortex in their
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definition of PRC, something I did not do as this region might better be
considered part of the olfactory cortex, and out of the anatomical bounds of the
PHG. As for the ERC, they extended this structure laterally to the interior of the
collateral sulcus. The remaining group, Prasad et al., 2004, also used a different
definition for the PHG subregions. The ERC, in their view, included the uncus
and, based on the figure included to illustrate their outline of this structure,
possibly included some hippocampal tissue as well (Figure 48).

Figure 48: The left (red) and right (blue) ERC. As can be seen, the left ERC appears to extend
slightly into hippocampal tissue. The ERC also bilaterally extends into tissue we define as PRC.

Figure 48 also suggests that they were not as conservative in marking the
lateral boundary of the ERC as we were in that they extended the ERC slightly
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into a region we would consider PRC. This latter difference stems from their
extending the line along the gray-white junction until its intersection with the
medial bank of the collateral sulcus. We were slightly more conservative in our
definition and used the exterior lip of the PHC as the boundary of the structure.
An advantage of my method lay in avoiding confusion when the gray-white
junction became branched, as it did in a small percentage of our subjects.
Even though the effects of schizophrenia and the risk for schizophrenia on
thickness of the whole PHG remained significant after including whole brain
cortical thickness as a fixed effect, the volume measure for this region did not,
nor did either of the measures for the PHC. In the case of PHG volume, the
reason for this could be due to the measurement technique used to determine
volume of this cortical region: Volume was calculated as the product of PHG
thickness and the surface area of the gray-white surface upon which this part of
the cortex rests. It is possible that this gray-white surface skewed our estimate of
volume, and that this surface, and not the actual volume of gray matter was
proportionately smaller in schizophrenia subjects and their siblings than the graywhite surface used to determine whole brain cortical volume in these subjects..
In the case of the PHC, it appears that the lack of significance after the
inclusion of whole cortex covariates suggests that the effects of schizophrenia
and risk for schizophrenia on structural measures of the PHC are proportional to
their effects on the cortex globally. However, the PHC is the largest of the PHG
substructures, and recent evidence suggests that the anterior and posterior
portions of this structure may subserve different functions (Saleem et al.,2006;
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Aminoff et al., 2007). The results of these studies in both non-human primates,
and humans suggest that the more posterior region of the PHC may be more
closely related to visual-spatial processing, and the more anterior region more
deeply involved in memory and non-spatial contex processing. It is possible that
schizophrenia and the risk for schizophrenia may have differential effects on the
structures of each half of this structure, and that by measuring them together,
and then including our whole cortex measures as covariates, we overpowered a
potential modest effect.
As for comparing my findings in the siblings of the subjects with
schizophrenia to the work of others, I found only two groups who examined
whole PHG measures in schizophrenia siblings, and no one, to the best of my
knowledge, has studied the PHG sub-structures in such subjects. Of the groups
who studied whole PHG in siblings, DeLisi et al. (2006) showed evidence for
deficits in the vicinity of the PHG. In contrast, Staal et al., (2000) found no
significant differences between schizophrenia siblings and healthy controls for
PHG. However, they used a different definition of PHG; i.e., the anterior
boundary of the structure (the anterior-most appearance of the hippocampus)
was a good deal more posterior than the guideline I used, and therefore did not
include a large segment of both PRC and ERC. Additionally, the most posterior
boundary set for the PHG was the posterior commissure, thus, leaving out much
of the PHC.
Certainly one of the most interesting aspects of our findings is that our
schizophrenia siblings differed significantly from the control and control sibling
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groups on several measures of PHG structure where our schizophrenia subjects
did not. Although, their siblings did not differ significantly from the schizophrenia
subjects on any measure of PHG structure, these results suggest the familial risk
for schizophrenia had a greater effect on PHG structure than schizophrenia itself.
There are several potential explanations for this finding. For example, as
described above, the differences in my definition of the PHG and its
substructures may partially explain why my findings differ from those in the
literature. Additionally, due to the limitations of delineating these structures in
MR scans, certain calculated inaccuracies were introduced in the structural
definitions for the sake of consistent segmenting across subjects. Specifically,
because it provided the most consistent landmark, the posterior-most part of the
PHG included part of the occipital gyrus. Additionally, as stated earlier, because
of my definition of the PRC, a small portion of the ERC was included in that
structural measure as well. These definitions could have caused small, but
significant differences in PHG structure between schizophrenia subjects and the
two control groups to remain hidden.

Overall Significance of MTL structural Findings:
We have found that several structures of the MTL are affected by
schizophrenia including the hippocampus, the whole PHG and the PHC. We
have also found that compared to our control groups, siblings of schizophrenia
subjects have smaller measures of PHG structure and substructure, but not as
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we measured it, hippocampal volume. Additionally, only two of our results
survived the inclusion of a whole brain fixed effect: the whole PHG and the PRC;
these were results where the siblings of schizophrenia subjects differed
significantly from controls, but schizophrenia subjects did not.
There are a number of possible reasons for the different aspects of our
above findings. For example, as already discussed, one possibility that may
have prevented us from adequately capturing the effects of schizophrenia or
schizophrenia risk on the ERC/PRC, and the hippocampus are our methods for
measuring each structure. Another possible reason why we may not have seen
an effect of schizophrenia, or as strong an effect of schizophrenia on measures
of the PHG is discussed further below, and relates to the effect atypical versus
typical antipsychotic treatment may have on MTL structure in our schizophrenia
subjects. The effect treatment could have had on MTL structures in our
schizophrenia subjects may also provide insight into why we saw an effect of risk
for schizophrenia on several structures, but only weak effects of schizophrenia
itself on those structures.
As indicated above, the effects of schizophrenia or risk for schizophrenia
ceased to be significant on several measures of MTL structure after inclusion of a
whole brain covariate. A potential explanation for this finding relates less to what
we have observed in the MTL, and more to how the MTL relates to other cortical
regions, and what the effects of schizophrenia may be in those regions. As
discussed in the Background chapter of this dissertation, the MTL structures
share rich interconnectivity with the regions within the cerebral cortex: the
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hippocampus receives direct input from the prefrontal cortex (Moser and Moser,
1998), the PRC shares input with the insular cortex, the dorsal bank of the
superior temporal sulcus, and the orbitofrontal cortex (Suzuki, 1996), and the
PHC receives input from visuospatial processing areas of the posterior parietal
cortex, the retrosplenial cortex, the superior temporal gyrus and sulcus (Burwell,
2000) and, shares reciprocal connectivity with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(Suzuki, 1996, Aggleton and Brown, 2005). Recent studies comparing
schizophrenia subjects to controls have found in schizophrenia subjects widespread cortical thinning including in many regions the above MTL structures
share connectivity with (Kuperberg et al., 2003; Narr et al., 2005; Goldman et al.,
2009). Additionally, a recent study of white matter clusters (Spoletini et al., 2008)
has shown that a significant fractional anisotropy reduction was found in the
uncinate fasciculus. This cluster of white matter fiber tracts is known to link the
MTL structures with the rostral superior temporal gyrus, the rostral inferior
temporal gyrus, and the orbital, medial and prefrontal cortices. Moreover, this
anisotropic reduction was significantly associated with a decrease of gray matter
density in the anterior cingulate. Results such as this suggest that abnormalities
in cortical gray matter that are observed in schizophrenia may be the result of
disease-related disruptions in connectivity. Selemon and Goldman-Rakic (1999)
also suggested that the volumetric differences observed between schizophrenia
subjects and controls reflected a disruption in connectivity. Because they
observed reductions in volume of the prefrontal cortex of schizophrenia subjects
but also observed that neuronal density was no less in schizophrenia subjects
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compared to controls, they hypothesized that interneuronal space decreases due
to the loss of neural processes and synapses were causing the volume
reductions in this region.
The above studies imply that there may be a link between MTL-cortical
connectivity and volumetric changes in cortical areas. If this were the case, then
it is not surprising that in our schizophrenia subjects, reductions in measures of
MTL structure were proportional to reductions in measures of overall cortical
structure. There is also some evidence to suggest that the longer the duration of
schizophrenia, the thinner the cortex becomes (Waddington et al., 1991;
Weigand et al., 2004), suggesting that the thinning of the cortex may be a
disease-specific process. If widespread cortical thinning is contingent on, or
exacerbated by, the manifestation of schizophrenia, but MTL structural
abnormalities are at least partially dependent on genetic predisposition, then the
findings in our unaffected schizophrenia siblings, both the finding that they
differed significantly from our control groups on measures of PHG structure, and
that some of these differences survived covarying for measures of whole cortex
may not be surprising.
As has been discussed in the previous chapter, another potential
explanation for the weaker difference between schizophrenia subjects and
controls on measures of PHG structure compared to the difference between
schizophrenia siblings and control subjects on measures of this region concerns
the effect of typical versus atypical antipsychotic medication on MTL structure. In
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the previous chapter, I presented the results of my post hoc correlational analysis
to determine the nature of this effect.
There are several caveats as to how these results can be interpreted.
First of all, it should be kept in mind that the available subject pool was relatively
small, so the sample sizes for each analysis were therefore small as well. Also,
there was only one subject who had been treated exclusively with typical
antipsychotics. Hence, ten of the eleven subjects used in the analysis to
evaluate the effect of typical antipsychotic medication on MTL structure had also
been, or are currently being treated with atypical antipsychotic medication as
well. The analysis of atypical antipsychotic medication involves subjects who
have only ever been treated with atypical antipsychotics. For this reason, the
results from the analysis of the atypical antipsychotic medication are likely to be
more meaningful, and therefore more worthy of interpretation than those from the
typical antipsychotic analysis.
Given the above caveats, these findings suggest that there may indeed
have been an effect of drug treatment on the measurement of MTL structures in
the schizophrenia subjects, and that the effects of drug treatment may have
confounded my ability to detect disease-specific structural differences between
by schizophrenia subjects and control groups. There were moderate positive
correlations between duration of treatment with atypical antipsychotic medication
and measures of both PHG and PHC, two structures where the difference
between schizophrenia siblings and control subjects was greater than it was
between schizophrenia subjects and controls. Specifically, the effect of atypical
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antipsychotic treatment on ERC measures is quite pronounced, and may explain
in part why we were not able to observe an effect of schizophrenia on this
structure.
In summary, the results from my structural analysis support the hypothesis
that schizophrenia and the risk for schizophrenia effect the structure of the MTL
such that measures of this region are smaller in these subjects than they are in
healthy control subjects and those genetically similar to them. My results also
imply that the disease process of schizophrenia affects the structure of the whole
brain in a way that is proportional to its effect on the MTL. My post hoc analyses
suggest that the effect of schizophrenia on these structures may be even larger
than we were able to observe due to the potentially confounding influence of
antipsychotic medication.

Correlations between MTL and Episodic Memory Performance:

Schizophrenia subjects and their unaffected siblings have been found to
show abnormalities in memory performance (Cirillo and Seidman, 2003;
Delawalla et al., 2006), and in MTL structure (van Erp et al., 2004). The findings
from this study support and extend those in the literature by showing that in
addition to deficits in memory performance, schizophrenia subjects and their
unaffected siblings also show abnormalities in PHG structure. It is thought that
schizophrenia is likely caused by a combination of several potential genetic and
environmental factors (Braff et al., 2007; Pantelis et al., 2005). Depending on the
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specific combination in a given subject, these factors could affect MTL structure
at varying levels. Given the above, it is possible that the variance in the
measures of this brain region, and of the cognitive function it is thought to
subserve will be functionally meaningful in schizophrenia subjects and their
siblings. Hence, I hypothesized that a direct relationship between measures of
MTL structure and episodic memory performance would be observed in our two
experimental groups, more strongly in my schizophrenia subjects, and more
weakly in their siblings, who share half of the same genes.
My findings supported my hypothesis that a relationship between MTL
structure and episodic memory performance would not be observed in my control
subjects and their siblings. However, my findings from this study did not support
my hypothesis concerning this relationship in my schizophrenia subjects,
although they weakly supported my hypothesis about this relationship in my
schizophrenia siblings. Given that my siblings of schizophrenia subjects share
only half of the same genes as their affected siblings, and therefore most likely a
lower percentage of the genetic risk factors for schizophrenia, the weakness of
the observed relationship in the schizophrenia siblings was not altogether
surprising. The complete lack of an observable relationship in our schizophrenia
subjects, however, was quite surprising. Below, I will offer potential explanations
for this unexpected finding.
One potential explanation for why I was unable to observe a relationship
between memory performance and MTL structure in the schizophrenia subjects
may be due to the impact of disease-related factors on memory performance in
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the schizophrenia subjects. Among such disease-related factors could be the
history of drug or alcohol abuse (despite the absence of such abuse in the six
months preceding study participation) present in our schizophrenia subjects
(Smith et al., 2008). Such abuse could have affected the structure and function
of other brain regions associated with memory performance to the point where
the integrity of the relationship between memory performance and MTL structure
in these subjects was obscured.
Another potential explanation for the lack of a relationship between MTL
structure and memory performance in schizophrenia subjects could stem from
the effect of type of antipsychotic medication on MTL structure. As discussed
earlier, all but one of our schizophrenia subjects have been treated with atypical
antipsychotic medication, and this kind of treatment is associated with increases
in cortical gray matter volume over time (Garver et al., 2005). It is possible that
the effect of this treatment confounded my ability to assess correlations between
MTL structure and memory that occurred as a result of the schizophrenia disease
state.

Significance of Findings:
As a neural substrate for memory, several researchers have examined
hippocampal structure in schizophrenia, but very few have examined the other
structures of the MTL in the context of this disorder. By producing a reliable
means of mapping the PHG and its substructures, we have not only been able to
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extend the findings on the PHG in schizophrenia subjects, but, we have also
provided novel evidence through our structural data from the first-degree
relatives of schizophrenia subjects that genetic factors associated with the
disorder may influence the structure of the MTL.
Through our correlations analyses, we have provided further support to
the hypothesis concerning brain structure-function relationships in control
subjects that posits that normative variation of hippocampal structure in healthy,
adult subjects is not functionally meaningful in relation to memory performance.
By showing similar findings in the PHG, we can extend this finding to all of the
MTL structures.
Moreover, our correlation findings relating MTL structure to episodic
memory performance in siblings of schizophrenia subjects, though far from
conclusive, also suggest that the observed abnormalities in MTL structure in
schizophrenia siblings may be functionally meaningful. And finally, while we
failed to find relationships between measures of MTL structure and memory
performance in our schizophrenia subjects, we did find evidence that
antipsychotic drug may have influenced the MTL structural variables, and
perhaps obscured such a relationship.

Future Directions:
Schizophrenia is most likely caused by a multitude of genetic and
environmental factors. The major finding of my study is that the genetic factors
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that predispose individuals to develop schizophrenia may also cause disruption
in MTL structure and cognitive functions related to that structure. My findings
provide a hint that such a disruption is functionally meaningful. An obvious next
step in this exploration would be to investigate the influence of specific genetic
polymorphisms recently associated with schizophrenia on the relationship
between MTL structure and cognition. Among these polymorphisms, there are
several with plausible influences on brain development, particularly, the
development of the structures of the MTL.
One such example would be the set of polymorphisms that make up the
schizophrenia risk haplotype for the neuregulin gene (Stefansson et al., 2002).
Neuregulin-1 (NRG-1) serves a number of different functions in both the
developing and adult brain (e.g., moderating the migration of neuronal
precursors, aiding in glial development and survival, acting as a neurotrophic
factor, and regulation of N-methyl-D-aspartate, GABAA and acetylcholine
receptor subunit expression) (Rio et al., 1997; Anton et al., 1997; Law et al.,
2004). Based on post-mortem studies, expression of NRG-1 is found in
hippocampus, cingulate, thalamus, amygdala, brainstem, dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex and cerebellum (Law et al., 2004). Stefansson et al. (2004) have found
that a haplotype of the gene encoding NRG-1 containing 5 single nucleotide
polymorphisms and two microsatellites was present at a higher frequency in
Scottish and Icelandic schizophrenia subjects than in the respective controls from
each region.
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Another polymorphism of interest would be the Val66Met polymorphism of
the gene encoding brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). BDNF is highly
expressed in human hippocampus (Murer et al., 2001), and is required for
strengthening neurons and neural connections (Dijkhuizen and Ghosh, 2004).
The Val66Met polymorphism is reported to be associated with smaller
hippocampal volumes and poorer episodic memory performance in both healthy
subjects (Bueller et al., 2006; Egan et al., 2003), and in schizophrenia subjects
(Szeszko et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2005).
My findings also suggest that further work needs to be done to understand
the effects of typical versus atypical antipsychotic drugs on brain structure, brain
function and cognition. Drug treatment in my sample of subjects was not
controlled. Much more could be learned about drug effects on brain structure and
function in the context of a controlled prospective design. Additionally, it would be
interesting to observe the activation of particular MTL sub-regions in subjects
who are receiving different types of antipsychotic medication during different
cognitive tasks, especially episodic memory tasks. While similar studies in
unaffected siblings would be interesting, the ethics of exposing such individuals
to antipsychotic drugs for experimental purposes, even on an acute basis, are
controversial.
My experience with this study also suggests that some technical
improvements in structural assessment would be helpful in the future. More
specifically, in future work, it may be advisable to split the PHC into two regions,
an anterior region and a posterior one, prior to assessing correlations between
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structure, function and cognition. The results of a recent cytoarchitectonic study
in non-human primates (Saleem et al., 2006) showed that these two sub-regions
of the PHC may subserve separate functions, with the more posterior region
being more closely related to visual processing, and the more anterior region
more deeply involved in memory. Further studies of this type would be
particularly important since the PHC was the PHG sub-region where I observed
the strongest effect of schizophrenia on structure. Additionally, exploring if there
is a differential effect of schizophrenia or risk for schizophrenia on anterior and
posterior hippocampus would also be of interest.
Finally, I used schizophrenia as a model system to evaluate the effects of
a neuropsychiatric disease known to have a genetic basis on both brain structure
and cognition. I had the good fortune of having a dataset with patients and their
unaffected siblings available to me. In the future, it is likely that approximately ten
percent of these siblings will go on to develop schizophrenia (Guidry and Kent,
1999). Given this unfortunate likelihood, collecting additional data on a
longitudinal basis would provide additional insights on brain structure, and the
relationship between brain structure and cognition, that can further develop over
time along with the appearance of active symptoms. Acquiring longitudinal data
in healthy controls and their siblings would be quite useful as well, as it would
offer the opportunity to examine how normative brain development affects brain
structure and the relationship between structure and cognition.
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Summary and Conclusions:
The purpose of this dissertation was to explore the relationship between a
specific region of the brain and its functional substrate in health and disease.
Human and animal lesion studies, along with functional neuroimaging and aging
studies, all support the premise that one of the key neural substrates for episodic
memory is the MTL. Schizophrenia is characterized by deficits in episodic
memory. For these reasons, I chose to examine the relationship between
variation in MTL structure and episodic memory performance in the context of
health and schizophrenia. It is believed that brain structure, brain function, and
the relationship between the two are influenced by a number of factors including
genes, environment and disease states. Another reason I chose schizophrenia
as my model disease is because the development of schizophrenia is influenced
by both genetic and environmental factors. By examining MTL structure,
episodic memory performance and the relationship between the two in the
siblings of schizophrenia subjects, I hoped to observe the influence of familial risk
for schizophrenia on each.
I found that schizophrenia and the risk for schizophrenia affect the
structure of the MTL. I also found hints that being at familial risk for
schizophrenia strengthens the relationship between the MTL structure and
episodic memory performance. Surprisingly, in our subjects, I found that the
effect of familial risk for schizophrenia had a stronger effect on MTL structure and
the relationship between MTL structure and episodic memory performance than
the disease itself. Possible explanations for these findings include: 1) By
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including a small portion of lateral occipital gyrus tissue in the posterior limit of
the PHG, and by setting an artificial boundary between the PRC and ERC at the
lip of the collateral sulcus, my definitions of the PHG and its substructures
obscured the relationship between certain measures of MTL structure and
episodic memory performance. 2) Disease-related factors in the schizophrenia
subjects such as a history of drug or alcohol abuse affected the structure and
function of other brain regions associated with memory performance to the point
that the integrity of the relationship between memory performance and MTL
structure was obscured. 3) The effect of kind of antipsychotic treatment affected
the structure of the MTL in such a way as to confound my ability to observe a
relationship between my structural measures and episodic memory performance
in our schizophrenia subjects.
Finally, there are several future directions in which this work can be taken.
To begin, given my findings in subjects who are at genetic risk for developing
schizophrenia, a study of the effect of specific genetic polymorphisms associated
with schizophrenia on MTL structure and function would be a logical next step.
Also, considering the results of my post hoc analysis on the effect of typical
versus atypical antipsychotic treatment on measures of MTL structure, future
exploration of this antipsychotic treatment effect on brain structure, brain
activation and cognitive performance would be quite interesting. Additionally, a
potential improvement to my study can be made by dividing the PHC into two
portions, an anterior and a posterior segment as current literature suggests that
the two halves of the PHC may be involved in different processes. Lastly, it would
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be beneficial to continue to collect both cognitive and structural imaging data
from our schizophrenia siblings, healthy control subjects and control siblings.
There is an unfortunate likelihood that approximately ten percent of our
schizophrenia siblings will go on to develop the disease. Longitudinal data in
these subjects may provide insight on how the disease process modifies brain
structure and the relationship between brain structure and cognition. The
longitudinal data in our control subjects would provide insight into how normative
development of the brain relates to cognitive performance.
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